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ABSTRACT 

This thesis investigates the characteristics of noise generation in the gas wiping 

process, including the effects of the various parameters manipulated in the process and 

countermeasures used to reduce noise levels. The process of gas wiping is used in many 

industrial applications such as drying of pulp and paper, photograph production and some 

high performance cooling applications. One of the most important industrial applications 

of gas wiping is the production of hot-dipped galvanized sheet steel. Gas wiping is a very 

efficient and reliable process to control coating thickness and uniformity of galvanized 

steel products, and can be used for very high line speeds and production rates. Changing 

the various process parameters such as the jet to strip distance (z), the jet slot width (h), 

plenum pressure (P) and jet inclination angle (a) allows manufacturers to control the 

coating thickness and quality of the finished product. 

The gas wiping process is also responsible for the generation of very high levels 

of noise, which can be a factor in limiting the overall production rates and indirectly 

increase production costs for manufacturers. To maintain a constant coating thickness as 

the line speed and production rate is increased, the plenum pressure supplied to the jets 

and thus the incident jet velocity must be increased, or the jet-to-strip distance must be 

decreased. Noise production in the gas wiping process is acknowledged to be 

proportional to the incident jet velocity and inversely proportional to the jet-to-strip 

distance. Thus, for a given coating thickness, as the production rates increase, the noise 

generated by the process must also increase. Ergonomic restrictions in the workplace, 
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which limit the exposure to high sound pressure levels and audible acoustic tones, may 

indirectly limit the maximum line speed for a steel sheet with a given coating thickness. 

This limitation is particularly relevant to the production of high quality automotive sheet 

steels, which often have very thin coating thicknesses and have higher than normal 

coating uniformity tolerances, which necessitate the use of high plenum pressures and 

small jet-to-strip distances. 

At present, the state of knowledge for noise generation in the gas wiping process 

is very limited. Only two previous investigations have been devoted to this problem, and 

the experiments for these studies have only modeled specific individual cases, with no 

attempt at a comprehensive modeling of noise in this process. For the current study, 

measurements have been performed in both an actual manufacturing environment and on 

a scaled galvanizing simulator in a laboratory environment. A comprehensive set of 

experiments over a wide range of gas wiping parameters was performed in order to 

provide a broad overview of noise generation in the gas wiping process and allow for 

process optimization to reduce noise and allow higher production rates and efficiency. 

The creation of noise maps, modeling the overall sound pressure level and tone intensity 

for gas wiping as function of the various operating parameters of the process, as well as a 

set of equations and models to determine the frequency of discrete acoustic tones are 

presented. A full analysis of the frequency response, as well as the acoustic modes 

generated in various jet impingement regions has also been provided. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Power fit constant 

Microphone distance from impingement point [ m] 

Edge Baffle distance [mm] 

Jet-jet impingement region length [mm] 

Acoustic frequency [Hz] 

Primary jet-jet mode frequency 

Secondary jet-jet stage mode frequencies 

Jet-sheet/jet plate mode frequencies 

Jet slot width [ mm] 

Exponent constant for frequency fit 

Jet length [mm] 

Mach number 

Plenum pressure [psi or (Bar)] 

Acoustic reference pressure (20 f..LPa) 

RMS acoustic pressure [Pa] 

Reynolds number 

Sound pressure level [dB, Pref= 20 f..LPa] 

Strouhal number 

Sheet thickness [ mm] 

Acoustic tone intensity [dB] 

Jet velocity [m/s] 

Isentropic jet velocity [ m/s] 

Sheet velocity [m/s] 

Steel sheet width [m] 

Coating weight [g/m2
] 

Weber number 

Impingement distance [ mm] 

Jet inclination angle of Jet #1 and Jet #2 respectively [degrees] 

Jet-shifting angle (y =a-~). 
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Coating thickness [!lm] 

Jet offset [mm] 

Microphone measurement angle (from horizontal) [degrees] 

Density of working gas [kg/m3
] 
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Chapter 1 - INTRODUCTION 

1.1- MOTIVATION 

The objective of the study is to identify, understand and characterize the noise 

sources mechanisms of noise generation within the gas wiping process and thereby 

provide producers and manufacturers with additional tools to manage and reduce noise in 

the gas wiping process. Much of the current knowledge of noise generated in this process 

at a manufacturing level consists of qualitative rules and observations; there is currently 

very little quantitative knowledge of the noise behavior of this process. No formal 

attempt has been made to quantify the noise characteristics as a function of the various 

process parameters, and there are currently no rules or guidelines available to 

manufacturers to minimize noise and its impact on production efficiency. There is clear 

need to perform noise measurements over a wide range of typical operating parameters 

for the process in order to understand and quantify the trends of noise generated by gas 

wiping, and to develop rules and guidelines for manufacturers to reduce the impact of 

noise in gas wiping. 
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Figure 1-1: Basic schematic showing jet impingement length z, jet slot width h, and jet 
inclination angle a as well as the jet-jet and jet-sheet impingement regions. 

The basic physical layout of the gas wiping process as well as the fundamental 

process parameters and the two impingement regions are shown in Figure 1-1. The two 

opposing jets impinge symmetrically on the steel sheet being drawn between them with at 

a jet-to-strip impingement distance z, and a jet slot width of h. The jets are generally 

inclined a small amount downwards towards the approaching sheet, typically at jet 

inclination angles between a= 1° and 12°. The two resulting impingement regions: the 

jet-jet and jet-sheet regions are shown in the bottom portion of Figure 1-1. Figure 1-2 

shows various countermeasures frequently used to reduce noise levels associated with the 

gas wiping process including edge baffles, jet-shifting and vertical jet offset 

configurations. Edge baffles generally consist of rigid flat plates inserted into the jet-jet 

impingement region to eliminate the collision of the two opposing jets and noise 

associated with this region. Jet-shifting and vertical jet offset are both forms of jet-

incidence asymmetry which are also used to reduce noise levels. Jet-shifting uses a 

difference in jet inclination angle between the two jets, while vertical jet offset uses a 
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vertical shift in the overall jet position of one jet with respect to the other. Both 

geometries are used to introduce asymmetric impingement lengths for each of the two 

jets. 

• • • 

• • • 
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Figure 1-2: Basic schematic of various countermeasures employed to reduce noise intensity 
including edge baffles (a), jet-shifting (b) and vertical jet offset (c) configurations. 

1.2- OBJECTIVES 

The objective of this thesis is to characterize the noise generated by the gas 

wiping process for a frequently utilized range of process parameters. A commonly used 

baseline gas wiping configuration was chosen with the input of several steel 

manufacturers, and a test program was developed to investigate the effect of various 

parameters such as plenum pressure (P), the dimensionless jet impingement ratio (z/h), 

and jet inclination angle (a) on the overall sound pressure level, tone intensity and 

spectral content of the noise. In addition, the effect of some conventional 

countermeasures has been investigated including edge baffles, and two types of jet 
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incidence asymmetry: jet-shifting and vertical jet offset. A complete list of the objectives 

of the study is outlined in the following: 

1. Characterize the nature of the noise, including any transient effects of frequency 

and amplitude of discrete acoustic tones. 

2. Develop noise maps to illustrate the behavior of the noise generated by the 

baseline gas wiping configuration. 

3. Characterize the different acoustic tones generated by the two different 

impingement regions of the baseline gas wiping configuration. 

a. Develop models to predict the frequency of acoustic tones based on 

process parameters. 

b. Identifying process configurations at risk of developing significant 

acoustic tones. 

4. Using the baseline configuration as a starting point, examine the effect of jet 

inclination angle on the acoustic response of the gas wiping process. 

5. Determine the effect of edge baffles as a passive countermeasure on the noise 

production of the process. The effect of edge baffle distance (DEs), impingement 

ratio (z/h) and plenum pressures (P) has been investigated. 

6. Examine the effect of jet incidence asymmetry on noise production of gas 

wiping, including: 

a. Vertical jet offset (~y)- Offsetting one jet vertically with respect to the 

other jet. 
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b. Jet-shifting (y)- Introducing a different inclination angle for each of the 

two jets. 

7. Develop strategies for process optimization to minimize the production of noise 

for a given process output. 

1.3 -THESIS lAYOUT 

The layout of this thesis consists of 8 chapters and 2 appendices. Chapter 1 

contains the introduction to the work, including the motivation and objectives of the 

study. Chapter 2 provides the reader with background information and details of the 

industrial process as well as a brief literature review of the noise in the gas wiping 

process, as well as other related subject matter. Chapter 3 contains details of the 

experimental apparatus, equipment used for the measurement of its performance, and a 

brief description of the testing methods and procedures utilized for all measurements. 

Chapter 4 presents and compares results of measurements performed on an industrial 

galvanizing line and on a scaled galvanizing simulator, validation of the in-lab 

galvanizing simulator, and noise and equipment characterization measurements and 

analysis. Chapter 5 presents the acoustic response of the baseline configuration, while 

Chapter 6 examines the acoustic response of jet-plate impingement, and the effect of 

plate inclination on the formation of acoustic tones. Chapter 7 examines the effect of 

changing the jet inclination angle as well as the effect of jet incidence asymmetry. 

Finally, Chapter 8 includes guidelines for process optimization, as well as discussion, 

conclusions and suggestions for future work. 
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Appendix A contains technical information regarding the various equipment and 

materials used in the course of this study. Appendix B contains miscellaneous 

measurements and results referred to in the text. 
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Chapter 2 - PROCESS DESCRIPTION AND LITERATURE 
REVIEW 

2.1 - BASIC PROCESS DESCRIPTION AND OUTPUTS 

The process of gas wiping is used in the production of galvanized sheet steels to 

maintain Zinc coatings of a desired thickness and uniformity. The production of these 

sheet steels occurs on continuous steel mills, where the sheet at its finished thickness and 

width is fed into a molten Zinc bath and withdrawn vertically. The sheet is then drawn 

through a pair of opposing planar gas wiping jets or air knives, which impinge on the 

sheet and entrained molten Zinc coating, and act to control the coating thickness and 

uniformity on the strip. The combined action of gravity, and the stagnation pressure and 

shear stress profiles of the impinging jets strip away excess molten Zinc, causing it to run 

back into the molten Zinc bath. The finished coating then solidifies as it advances down 

the line past the wiping jets, eventually proceeding to annealing (where applicable) and 

coiling. The gas jets utilize either compressed air or Nitrogen as the working fluid and in 

most cases, the jets are aligned such that they impinge symmetrically at the same position 

on either side of the steel strip in an aligned jet configuration. However, in some cases a 

small amount of misalignment may be intentionally introduced. Figure 2-1 shows a basic 

schematic of the gas wiping process, showing approximate positions of the strip, Zinc pot 

and wiping jets. 
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Figure 2-1: Schematic of the gas wiping process showing the relative location ofthe wiping 
jets, steel sheet, and Zinc bath. (Ellen & Tu, 1984, Left, Thornton & Graff, 1976, Right) 

The main parameters which are manipulated to control the thickness and quality 

of the coating are the impingement distance (z), the jet slot width (h), and the plenum 

pressure (P). The impingement distance is often referred to in its dimensionless form, the 

impingement ratio (z/h), which is simply the impingement distance, z, non-

dimensionalized by the jet slot width, h. The main outputs of the process are the coating 

thickness (8) and the speed at which the sheet is drawn through the air knives, the sheet 

speed, V8 • In general, if a manufacturer wishes to decrease the coating thickness, either 

the plenum pressure must be increased, the impingement ratio must be decreased, or 

some combination of the two. If a manufacturer wishes to maintain the same coating 

weight, but increase the sheet speed, the plenum pressure must be increased or the 

impingement ratio must be decreased. Many researchers have formulated coating weight 
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models using experimental, empirical and numerical techniques to predict coating weight 

thickness based on the various input parameters of the process. A brief summary of the 

work in this area is given in section 2.3 of this thesis. A brief description of each of the 

gas wiping parameters, and their effect on the process, is given in the sections below. 

2.2 - PROCESS PARAMETERS 

2.2.1- PLENUM PRESSURE 

Plenum pressure, P, is varied by manufacturers in the gas wiping process to 

modulate the resultant coating thickness. Increasing the plenum pressure results in an 

increase in incident gas jet velocity, Vi, which in turn leads to larger stagnation pressures 

and larger shear stresses acting on the surface of the molten Zinc coating. The increased 

pressures and shear stresses act to strip away more molten Zinc as the sheet is fed through 

the air knives, and a decrease in the resultant thickness is realized. The plenum pressure 

supplied to the jets typically varies between P = 1.0 and 6.0 psi (0.07 Bar :S P :S 0.41 Bar) 

for gas wiping process. In some specialized applications, the pressures can be much 

higher, with as high as 40.0 psi (2.72 Bar) reported in some cases. In the steel making 

industry, plenum pressures are almost universally reported in pounds per square inch 

(psi), whereas many other process parameters, such as coating weight and jet slot width 

are measured using metric units. In order to be consistent with industry conventions, 

plenum pressure will be reported in pounds per square inch (psi), and the equivalent 

pressure in Bar will also be provided in brackets. Furthermore, Table 7 on page 75 shows 

a complete list of all tested plenum pressures in psi, and the equivalent pressure in Bar. 
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2.2.2- GAP PROFILES 

The jet slot width and slot width profiles used in the gas wiping process vary 

considerably from manufacturer to manufacturer, with many different techniques 

developed to deal with problems arising in the gas wiping process. The most basic jet slot 

profile is a flat profile, where the jet slot width (h) is constant over the span of the jet (Lj), 

as shown in Figure 2-2. Edge overcoating, where coating thickness increases near the 

edge of the steel strip, is a persistent problem for manufacturers, and can result in 

significant difficulties during coiling of the sheet after the manufacturing process is 

complete. In addition, inadequate galvannealing near the strip edge may occur (Park, 

2001 ). The phenomenon of edge overcoating is caused by surface tension effects near the 

edge of the strip and several different techniques, which can be utilized separately or 

together, have been developed to combat edge overcoating, including the use of bowtie 

jet slot profiles. Bowtie profiled air knives increase the jet slot width near the edge of the 

sheet, compared to the sheet center, to increase the momentum of the impinging flow in 

the area where edge overcoating typically occurs. The additional flow momentum results 

in excess molten Zinc being stripped from the sheet and results in a more uniform coating 

thickness. Figure 2-2 shows a basic schematic of edge overcoating and typical 

dimensions and profile of a bowtie air knife profile taken from an industrial site. The 

dimensions and design of the nozzle profile differ somewhat between facilities, but the 

basic shape ofbowtie profiled air knives is relatively similar. 
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Figure 2-2: Basic schematic showing steel strip with edge overcoating and bowtie air knife 

profile. 

2.2.3 - IMPINGEMENT RATIO 

The dimensionless impingement ratio, zlh, is a ratio of the jet to strip distance, z, 

and jet slot width, h. Impingement ratios typically used in gas wiping range from zlh ;::::; 5 

up to zlh ;::::; 30, and cover the range of the potential core, transition and fully developed 

regions of turbulent jet flow. For gas wiping jets with a constant jet slot width h, 

impingement ratios will be constant over the span of the jet, however, in jets with non-

constant jet slot widths, such as in bowtie configurations, the impingement ratio will vary 

over the span of the jet. As impingement ratio of the incident jet is decreased, the coating 

thickness will also decrease, due to higher jet velocities and shear stresses at jet 

impingement on the coating surface. 
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2.2.4- lET INCLINATION ANGLE 

Another parameter which is manipulated by manufacturers in the gas wiping 

process is the jet inclination angle (a), which is measured in degrees downwards from the 

horizontal as shown in Figure 2-3. Typically, jet inclination angles used in the gas wiping 

process vary between a = oo and a = 12°, however in certain specialized cases, jet 

inclination angles of up to a= 30° have been used. For low inclination angles typically 

used in gas wiping, jet inclination does not have a significant impact on the stagnation 

pressure or surface shear stress profiles of the impinging jets, and thus does not 

significantly affect the coating thickness of the gas wiping process (Hrymak et al., 2004). 

Figure 2-3: Basic schematic of the gas wiping process showing the impingement distance (z), 
the jet slot width (h) and the jet inclination angle (a). 

The inclination angle of the jets is a critical parameter in determining the 

maximum line speed which can be obtained without the onset of coating splashing. 

Splashing is a phenomenon where droplets of liquid Zinc are ejected from the coating 

surface due to a liquid film instability induced by the impingement of the two gas wiping 

jets on the molten Zinc coating. Splashing is generally initiated at the strip edges at some 

critical sheet speed, and quickly spreads inwards to the sheet center. At the onset of this 

instability, the wiping efficiency decreases drastically, and the resultant coating thickness 
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increases considerably. Splashing also results in inconsistent coating quality and can 

result in jet nozzle blockage and streaks in the finished coating, due to liquid droplets 

landing and solidifying on, the air-knife nozzle. Several different studies such as Dubois 

et al. (1995) and Dubois et al. (2004) have concluded that increasing the jet inclination 

angles from normal impingement a = 0° to 30° can delay the onset of splashing 

significantly and allow increases of the sheet speed of up to 20-30%, depending on the 

coating thickness and other wiping parameters. In practice, inclination angles of 30° are 

uncommon due to difficulties in the physical setup of such configurations; however the 

use of inclination angles in the range of 1-12° is much more widespread. 

2.2.5- SHEET SPEED 

The speed at which the continuous steel sheet is drawn through the air knives, or 

sheet speed (Vs), typically ranges between 50 m/min and 150m/min (0.8 m/s :S Vs :S 2.5 

m/s). Because higher sheet speeds mean higher rates of production and greater efficiency, 

manufacturers tend to produce a given steel product at the highest possible sheet speed to 

reduce production costs. As a manufacturer increases sheet speed, keeping all other 

parameters equal, the coating weight of the steel strip will increase. This is due to the 

pressure and shear stress fields of the impinging jets having less time to act on and strip 

away excess Zinc coating. Thus, as a manufacturer wishes to increase the sheet speed, a 

decrease in the impingement ratio or an increase in the plenum pressure supplied to the 

jets will be necessary, or some combination of the two. 
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2.2.6 - EDGE BAFFLE DISTANCE 

Edge baffles, as shown in Figure 2-4, are frequently used by manufacturers to 

reduce noise levels in the gas wiping process. These baffles generally consist of rigid flat 

plates inserted into the jet-jet impingement region in order to prevent the collision of the 

opposing jets and interrupt the formation of any discrete acoustic tones. Edge baffles 

were originally designed to reduce edge overcoating by maintaining constant stagnation 

pressure and shear stress profiles on the surface of the molten zinc coating near the edge 

of the strip. The main parameter manipulated with edge baffles in the gas wiping process 

is the edge baffle distance (Dr:s), the distance in mm from the edge of the coated steel 

strip to the edge baffle. It is generally recognized that the smaller the edge baffle 

distance, the lower the overall noise level and the level of any acoustic tones. However, 

manufacturers are often limited in the proximity of the baffles to the sheet by variance in 

the process such as wander of the sheet on the mill rolls, which may cause the baffles to 

contact the sheet, causing damage to the sheet and coating. 

0 0 0 

Edge Baffles 

Steel 
Sheet 

Figure 2-4: Simplified schematic of the gas wiping process with edge baffles, showing edge 
baffle distance, DEB• 
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2.3- COATING WEIGHT MODELS 

Numerous authors have undertaken theoretical, experimental, empirical and 

numerical approaches in order to develop models to predict the coating weight of the 

finished steel sheet as a function of the various process parameters. These models vary in 

complexity greatly, but all current models use a series of simplifying assumptions which 

ultimately limits their applicability to specific ranges of operating parameters. These 

models, by necessity, must capture the basic parameters of the process such as those 

listed above, however several models are quite complex, accounting for the surface 

quality of the steel sheet, sheet flatness and distortion, and non-uniform jet slot width 

profiles such as bowtie air knives. A brief description of some of the more common and 

frequently used coating weight models is summarized below. 

Thornton & Graff ( 197 6) developed a theoretical coating weight model which 

supplemented the gravitational body force on the coating with the imposed pressure 

profile of the impinging gas jet. Stagnation pressure profiles were determined 

experimentally, and the model was verified empirically for low sheet speeds (Vs < 1 m/s) 

and relatively high coating weights (We < 300 g/m2
). The model assumes fully self

similar velocity profiles for the jets, even at relatively close impingement ratios (z/h < 8), 

where the velocity profiles are not self similar. More importantly, this model neglected 

the effects of shear stress due to impinging gas stream at the surface of the molten Zinc 

coating. The studies of Ellen & Tu (1984) and Tu (1995), improved on the previous 

model by including shear stress effects at the coating surface, and as a result, the model 

offered significantly more accurate predictions of coating weight than previous models 
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which neglected shear stress effects. This model, like the previous model by Thornton & 

Graff, utilized a self-similar velocity profile assumption, which resulted in poor 

predictions for relatively small impingement ratios inside the potential and transition 

regions of the plane jet. 

The studies of Hrymak et al. (2002, 2004) utilized computational methods using 

the k-~> model in Fluent® to improve predictions for small impingement ratios by 

modeling the velocity, pressure and shear stresses directly, and the resulting model 

yielded very good predictions, typically within 8% of actual coating weight compared 

with industrial line data for low coating weights (We < 75 g/m2
). For higher coating 

weights, the model is less accurate in determining actual coating thickness, due in part to 

the model neglecting the inertial effects of the entrained molten coating, which becomes 

significant as the coating thickness increases. This coating model was also the first to 

model the effects of slot width profile, e.g. bowtie profiled air knives. It also incorporates 

a lumped heat transfer model with convective and radiation heat transfer effects. In 

addition, the model takes into account the effects of common types of sheet deformation 

such as gutter and cross bowing, and a full sensitivity analysis to optimize operating 

conditions for a targeted coating weight. 
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Figure 2-5: Coating weight model predictions for coating weight model ofHrymak et al. 
(2004) showing iso-coating weight lines in glm2 for line speeds of (a) 1 m/s, (b) 1.5m/s, (c) 2.0 

m/s and (d) 2.5 m/s. 

Figure 2-5 shows predictions of the Hrymak et al. (2004) model for varying line 

speeds between Vs = 1.0 m/s and 2.5 m/s for a range of plenum pressures from P = 1.0 psi 

(0.068 Bar) and 4.5 psi (0.306 Bar) and a range of impingement ratios from zlh = 5 up to 

30. In later sections of this thesis dealing with process optimization and noise reduction 

of the gas wiping process, these coating weight models and isocoating maps will be 

explored further. 
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2.4 - RELATED AREAS OF RESEARCH 

There are a multitude of other research topics associated with gas wiping such as 

strip vibration, parameters affecting sheet distortion and flatness, as well as work in 

designing new and innovative jet designs and control systems to control coating thickness 

and uniformity more accurately. Although the subject of gas wiping has been subject to 

intense research effort in the previously reviewed areas, the area of noise in the gas 

wiping process has been largely ignored. In the following section, previous studies on 

noise in gas wiping will be reviewed. 

2.5- NOISE AND THE GAS WIPING PROCESS 

The gas-wiping process is, first and foremost, a process to control and regulate 

coating quality. The noise generated by this process is an undesired side effect of the 

impingement of the jets, however any techniques or configurations developed to reduce 

noise intensity must not adversely affect the coating quality or production rates. To date, 

only three separate studies have investigated noise in the gas wiping process, and of the 

three, only two focus significantly on noise, and only one study contains significant 

spectral analysis of the noise. As ergonomic restrictions pertaining to allowable noise 

levels in the workplace continue to be tightened, noise in the gas wiping process will 

continue to play an increasing role in the production efficiency of galvanized steel goods. 

As of July 1, 2007, Ontario lowered the allowable A-weighted sound pressure level from 

90 dBA to 85 dBA and changed the exchange rate from 5 dBA to 3dBA. As a result, the 

maximum A-weighted sound pressure level that a worker can be exposed to for only 15 

minutes fell from 115 dB A to 100 dB A. Only Quebec has not adopted the 85 dB A 
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criterion level, and all but four provinces have implemented the more stringent 3 dBA 

exchange rate. Table 1 shows the allowable noise exposure levels for Ontario under both 

the pre-July 1st regulations with a 5 dBA exchange rate, and the new noise regulations 

with the 3 dBA exchange rate. 

Table 1: Noise regulations implemented in the Ontario Health and Safety Act as of July 15
\ 

2007. 
(http://www.e-laws.gov.on.ca/html/source/regs/english/2006/elaws _src _regs_ R06565 _ e.htm) 

Maximum 
Exposure 

8 hrs. 
4 hrs. 
2 hrs. 
1 hr. 

30 min. 
15 min. 

Old OHSA Regulations 
(Pre-July 1st. 2007) 

90dBA 
95dBA 
100 dBA 
105 dBA 
110 dBA 
115 dBA 

New OHSA Regulations 
(July 1st. 2007 onward) 

85 dBA 
88dBA 
91 dBA 
94dBA 
97dBA 
100 dBA 

Thornton & Graff (1976) reported that changing the working gas used in gas 

wiping from superheated steam to compressed air lowered the overall A-weighted sound 

pressure levels by 5dBA, and commented that over 90% of the product line produced at 

the production facility where the study was conducted could now be finished at 90 dBA 

or less. However, the line speeds were considered quite low by modem standards (Vs < 

1rnls) and the coating weights were also relatively high (We< 300 g/m2
). In addition, no 

specific measurements of noise and associated gas wiping configurations were given in 

the study. Increasing line speeds and decreasing coating weights would certainly result in 

much greater noise production. 

A subsequent study performed by Park (2001) focused more heavily on noise 

production in gas wiping, with a variety of noise measurements performed for specific 
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gas wiping configurations. No frequency spectra of the noise are provided, nor did the 

author comment on the qualitative nature of the noise or indicate whether any audible 

discrete tones were present. The study did however utilize narrow band frequency spectra 

measurements and the author did provide the "main noise frequency" in Hz, and a main 

noise level of the dominant acoustic tone is also provided. The measurements of this 

study were performed on an actual industrial continuous galvanizing line, with 

measurements being performed at three separate microphone locations. Table 2 shows the 

results of the noise measurements for this study. 

Table 2: Results of noise study of Park (2001), showing the overall SPL's and main noise 
frequencies.• 

3·9 m front o~ntm 

Total nobse 
level. 
dBA 

Main noise 
level, 
dBA 

Main noise 
frequency, 
Hz 

1·5 m front centre 

Total noise 
level, 
dBA 

Main noise 
level, 
dB A 

Main noise 
frequency, 
Hz 

Total noise 
level, 
dBA 

Main noise 
level, 
d611 

Main noise 
frequ eru:y, 
Hz 

Variation with strip width, mm: without edge batHe,., nozzle to nozzle di$tanee 25 mm, wiping angle 80'. nozzle air pre$$Ure 24-5 kPa 
900 10&4 95·1 1550 116>1 101·7 1450 115•8 101'7 1550 
1200 105-6 94-4 1440 1128 97'7 1510 1131! 1001 lll!O 

Variation with nozzle angle- {front. rear); without edge baffles. nozzle to nozzle distance 3Q-nnn, strip width 900 mm, nozzle air pressure 
25•0kPa 
85',85' 105·3 88·7 139() 114·1 98·3 1340 
ao·. so· 101·1 92·1 1200 113;9 97·5 122s 
70', 70' 106·4 88·3 2000 114·6 98·3 1985 
70', 80' 93•6 73·2 827 100•8 84·9 422 
so·, 1o· 92·2 75'4 165 99·2 79·2 188 
60', 75' 98•2 67·6 969 104·0 88·3 970 

II$ lunetion of nozzl<o air P'"'"ure, kPa: without edg" baffle$, nozzl<> to nozzle distanc<> 30 mm, $trip width 900 mm, wiping angle 8(1" 
15 102>9 69·1 970. 109<3 95·9 1060 
20 104-9 92·5 1065 112'1 101·2 1065 
25 106'8 93·5 1205 114·3 98'7 1200 
30 109·8 95·7 1320 116·() 101·2 1320 

Efrect of edge baffles: nozzle to nozzle distance 2C. mm~ wiping angle so~·',. nozzle air pressure 25 kPa. batHe to strip distance 20 mm 
No baffles 106•7 92·& 2035 116•9 1037 1930 114'4 99•1 2007 
Baffle$ 98-() 83-9 2090 106>1 91·3 1920 106·0 92·3 2040 

From his measurements, the author concluded that the majority of the noise 

generated in the gas wiping process was produced at the strip edges, in the region of jet-

jet impingement, and attributed the noise production in this area to increased turbulence 

due to the impingement of the opposing jets. This conclusion was reached by altering the 

1 Inclination angle in this study is defined as the angle between the sheet and the incident jet, not relative to the 
horizontal as in other studies. In this case an inclination angle of90° would represent nonnaljet impingement. 
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width of the steel sheet from w = 900 mm to 1200 mm, thus changing the jet-jet 

impingement length, Dj. The increase in jet-jet impingement length resulted in a 

significant increase of 3.5 dB A in sound pressure level. In addition, the study also 

confirmed the effect of incident jet velocity on the amplitude of the overall sound 

pressure level and the frequency and sound pressure level of discrete tones. 

The effect of jet inclination angle was investigated for angles between 5° and 15°, 

and it was found that altering the inclination angle of the two jets resulted in relatively 

little change in the overall sound pressure level and the sound pressure level of acoustic 

tones, although increasing inclination angles did have a significant effect on the 

frequency of such tones. Furthermore, the author also investigated the effect of 

introducing jet incidence asymmetry through a technique known as jet-shifting, as a 

means to combat the formation of discrete acoustic tones and lower overall sound 

pressure levels. Jet-shifting involves changing the inclination angle of one jet with 

respect to the other, in order to create asymmetry in jet impingement. The author found 

that such techniques were very effective in suppressing acoustic tones, but commented 

that" ... this is not practicable in production". Finally, the author investigates the effect 

of edge baffles for a single gas wiping configuration and a single edge baffle distance, 

and observed 8.7 dBA and 8.6 dBA reductions in overall and peak sound pressure levels 

respectively. 

The measurements performed by Park are quite useful in evaluating many of the 

basic trends and behaviors of noise within the gas wiping process. However, a more 
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comprehensive investigation is required in order to be able to aid manufacturers and 

process engineers obtain meaningful reductions in noise for this process. Dubois (2001a, 

2001b) performed a more comprehensive set of measurements in his two part study, and 

was able to characterize some aspects of the spectral behavior of noise in gas wiping. 

Dubois' reports were presented at the annual Galvanizers Association Meeting held in 

2001, and the documents are an internal report generated for ILZRO (International Lead 

Zinc Research Organization) and its members. The study is composed of measurements 

performed in both a laboratory environment, as well as in a production environment, with 

more measurements being performed over a greater range than the work of Park (200 1 ). 

The measurements performed in this study include examining the effects of plenum 

pressure (P) impingement ratio (z/h ), inclination angle (a), and the effects of edge baffles 

and edge baffle distance (~8). Edge baffles are a point of particular focus for this study, 

especially their effects in combination with other parameters, such as jet inclination angle 

(a). The study also investigates the effects of jet-shifting and other forms of jet-incidence 

asymmetry. Furthermore, the study presents a thorough analysis of the spectral content of 

all measurements, focusing on the frequency response of the various modes and acoustic 

tones generated during gas wiping. Schlieren photography has also been performed as 

basic flow visualization. 

2.6 - IMPINGING lET NOISE 

The topic of impinging jets is an important fluid dynamic system with wide 

ranging applications and as a result has been widely studied in the literature. Noise 

generated by gas jets impinging on solid surfaces has been the subject of a number of 
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experimental studies, although most have focused on axisymmetric jets and the subject of 

planar jet impingement has received far less attention. Petrie (1974) experimentally 

investigated noise generated by an axisymmetric gas air jet impinging on a flat surface 

for flow velocities between V = 82 and 213 m/s for nozzle diameters between d = 19mm 

and 38mm. The author reported that the sound pressure level was in general inversely 

proportional to jet impingement ratio zld, and for specific distances, increases of more 

than 27 dB above the noise of a free jet were produced, with a "distinct tonal character" 

of the noise being reported. Some basic spectral measurements were performed; however 

the author did not provide any information regarding the behavior of the acoustic tone as 

a function of flow velocity, jet diameter (d) or impingement distance (z). The author also 

examined the sensitivity of these acoustic tones to jet-plate impingement angle, starting 

with a normally impinging jet, and slowly inclining the plate to the axis of the jet. For 

inclination angles of s = 30°, a decrease in peak SPL of over 10dB was observed, and 

further reductions were observed for jet-surface inclination angles up to s = 60°. 

Ho & Nosseir (1981, 1982) focused on the nmse generation and feedback 

mechanism of an axisymmetric jet impinging normally on a flat plate. The authors 

concluded that a feedback mechanism existed for axisymmetric jets impinging on a flat 

surface for impingement ratios of less than zld < 7.5. The feedback mechanism consisted 

of coherent structures generated within the jet shear layer which travel downstream 

impinging on the flat surface. The impingement of these structures resulting in pressure 

fluctuations and distortion to the vorticity field. These fluctuations propagate upstream to 

the nozzle lip, exciting subsequent perturbations in the shear layer, completing the 
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feedback cycle and causing large acoustic tones to be generated. The coherent structures 

and upstream travelling fluctuations were observed to be phase locked at the nozzle 

outlet, and the frequency of the tone generated was observed to be a function of the 

convection speed of the coherent structures, and the speed of sound. 

Research performed on planar impinging jet geometries has been less frequent in 

the literature compared to axisymmetric jets. Some specialized geometries utilizing plane 

jets such as jet-edge and jet-slot configurations (Ziada, 1995) have been examined, as 

well as some research on confined planar jets impinging on flat surfaces (Varieras et al., 

2007 & Pavageau et al., 2006). Most studies which have been performed on plane jets 

impinging on flat surfaces have focused on steady state characteristics of the flow field 

(Maurel & Solliec, 2001) such as heat transfer characteristics and mean velocity profiles 

and have ignored the unsteady characteristics of the flow, or the studies have been 

performed for very low Reynolds number, typically less than Reh < 2000 (Sakakibara et 

al., 2001). 

Studies performed on jet-jet impingement using plane jets are even less common 

than studies detailing jet-plate impingement, with most studies being performed for 

highly specialized geometries used in industrial applications. To the author's knowledge, 

the only studies dealing with this geometry have been performed by Nosseir et al (1987) 

and Nosseir & Behar (1987), which studied the impingement of opposing low aspect ratio 

plane jets in a highly confined channel. Due to the nature of this highly specialized 

geometry, this study has no real practical relevance to the application at hand; however it 
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is interesting to note that the authors detected a strong flapping mode of the opposing jets 

which generated low frequency noise. 
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Chapter 3 - EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

3.1- EXPERIMENTAL fACILITIES 

The work presented in this thesis consists of measurement performed both in an 

in-plant, manufacturing environment and in a lab on a scaled galvanizing simulator. The 

same measurement equipment and measurement techniques were used for both 

environments, however the measurements locations relative to the jets vary and are 

detailed in the appropriate results sections of this thesis. It should be noted that 

measurements performed in the actual manufacturing environment took place in 

production conditions with little or no provisions being made to reduce or eliminate noise 

from processes other than gas wiping. The manufacturing environment is filled with a 

myriad of noise sources other than gas wiping including but not limited to, fans, large 

rollers and drive motors, gas furnaces, overhead cranes and many, many others. 

Measurements of noise in the gas wiping process were made within close proximity of jet 

impingement and gas wiping is the major contributor to noise at this location, however, 

the noise measured is understood to be a result of gas wiping as well as all previously 

mentioned sources. 

A scaled galvanizing simulator shown in Figure 3-1 has been used for all in-lab 

measurements. The simulator consists of a steel frame with a series of steel rollers 

mounted a various locations around its perimeter. A continuous stainless steel loop with a 

thickness of t = 0.18 mm used to simulate the steel sheet in the gas wiping process is 

mounted on the perimeter rollers. The sheet tension of the steel loop is adjusted by a 
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series of draw and lead screws mounted to each of the perimeter rollers mounted on the 

steel frame. An articulating arm was used to hold the microphone used for acoustics 

measurements in the desired location. In initial measurements performed to investigate 

the effect of noise directionality, the microphone position was measured via x and y 

coordinates from some reference point on the galvanizing frame. For repeated 

measurements at a single location, the microphone position was set using a series of jigs 

constructed to place the microphone accurately and ensure repeatability. The microphone 

articulating arm is shown in the inset ofF igure 3-1. 

Figure 3-1: Scaled galvanizing simulator used for all in-lab measurements of gas wiping. 
Inset: Opposing gas wiping jets and articulating microphone arm. 
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The air knives used in the study are constructed of Aluminum and clear Acrylic 

and have been constructed as a scale replica of jets used at various galvanizing facilities. 

The interior of the knives have a series of internal baffles upstream of the nozzle outlet 

which are used to uniformly distribute plenum pressure across the jet span, ensuring even 

flow velocities at all points across the jets width. Previous work and measurements have 

been performed to ensure even flow across the jet span (Hrymak et al., 2004). These 

baffles are a key feature used in the wiping jets used at many manufacturing facilities. All 

internal dimensions of the scaled jet reflect the dimensions of the full sized wiping jet 

except for the overall jet length Lj. In addition, the jets have an adjustable slot width 

(Omm :S h :S 7.5mm). Figure 3-2 shows a scale schematic of the jets including in the 

internal baffles and a photograph of the jet-jet and jet-sheet impingement regions of gas 

wiping on the scaled galvanizing simulator. 

Figure 3-2: Close up of jet-jet and jet-sheet impingement regions (left) and scale drawing of 
gas jets showing the internal baffles (right). 

The air knives are mounted in a pair of steel cradles located at either end of the air 

knife designed to allow the adjustment of both the angle of inclinatio~ of the jet a, as well 
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as impingement distance z. The cradles support the jets by their supply p1pes m a 

semicircular support plate made of W' plate steel and the supply pipes are held securely 

in place with a steel, worm drive support strap. The support plate is bolted to a steel slide, 

milled flat on its sliding surface. The angle of inclination of the jet can be manipulated by 

rotating the jet with respect to its supply pipe at the slip joint connecting the two 

assemblies. A T -bolt clamp is used to secure the air knife once the angle of inclination of 

the jet has been set to the desired specifications. The impingement distance of the jet is 

adjusted using a set of lead screws mounted on each jet support plate and slide assembly, 

and measured with a dial indicator accurate to 0.001" (0.025 mm), which is mounted 

directly to the support plate. The lead screw contacts the frame of the galvanizing 

simulator, and the impingement distance of the jet can be changed by rotating the lead 

screw. The complete jet cradle and slide assembly can be seen in Figure 3-3. 

Lead screw 

Cradle & slide 
assembly 

Dial indicator 

Level plate 

Figure 3-3: Jet cradle and slide assembly showing dial indicator and lead screw used to 
adjust impingement distance, z. 
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The two air knives and slide mechanisms are mounted on four individually 

adjustable mounting pads which are bolted to the frame of the simulator. Each mounting 

pad has adjustable height and can be leveled relative to the horizontal, in order to 

accurately position the jets with respect to one another. The height of each of the four 

mounting pads can be set to within +/-0.1 mm using a 40" machinist straight edge and a 

12" master precision level accurate to +/-0.05 mmlm. In addition, the level of each of the 

four jet mounting pads is set using a 12" master precision level accurate to 0.05mm/m. 

The jets are supplied with pressurized air via a piping system constructed of 5" 

I.D. PVC pipe. The two jets are supplied with pressurized air from each end using the 

piping system shown in Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-5 . Several flow conditioning devices 

such as screens and honeycomb sections are located at various positions upstream of the 

jet, to alleviate the presence of large scale turbulent structures from migrating to the 

nozzle outlet which could cause unsteady flow at the nozzle outlet. The pressure supplied 

to the jets is controlled by a globe valve located at the start of the PVC air supply system. 

Figure 3-4: Plenum pressure gage setup (left) and series configuration centrifugal blowers 
used for pressurization. · 
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The pressurized air supplied to the jets is produced by a pair of Sonic Air Systems 

700 series centrifugal blowers. The two blowers are plumbed in series to increase the 

pressure capabilities of the apparatus to P = 4.5 psi (0.306 Bar). Technical specifications 

of the blowers including performance curves have been included in Appendix A of this 

thesis. Measurements at lower plenum pressures (P ~ 0.170 Bar) have been performed 

using only one blower, whereas measurements at higher pressures (0.204 Bar~ P ~ 0.306 

Bar) have been performed using both blowers. Using two blowers for measurements 

performed at low pressures was not feasible due to high levels of heat associated with 

restricting the outlet of the two blowers with globe valves used to throttle the jets. In 

some cases these high temperatures would exceed the maximum working temperature of 

the polymers used to construct the jet and piping system. The plenum pressure supplied 

to the jets was measured by a pair of Magnahelic® mechanical pressure gauges. The 

absolute pressure of Jet #1 was monitored in psi to within 0.05 psi (0.003 Bar), and the 

differential pressure between the two jets was measured using a separate pressure gauge 

accurate to 0.004 psi (0.0003 Bar). Both pressure gauges were calibrated using a standard 

pressure calibrator to ensure accuracy. 

Edge baffle configurations were tested using a pair of adjustable edge baffles 

consisting of rectangular 1/8" thick aluminum plates measuring 260 mm x 160 mm which 

were inserted into each of the jet-jet impingement regions. The edge baffle distance (DEB) 

is adjustable between DEB = 0 mm (no clearance) and 48mm (fully withdrawn), and the 

edge baffle distance was measured using a pair ofMitutoyo® digital calipers to within+/-

0.05mm. 
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An acoustic baffling system has been constructed to help minimize the effects of 

ambient and blower noise in the lab, as well as minimize the effect of acoustic reflection 

and reverberation effects and ensure that all acoustic measurements are performed in the 

acoustic near field. The acoustic baffling was constructed using 3/8" plywood and 2" 

thick mineral fiber insulation. The NRC acoustic ratings of the insulation have been 

included in Appendix A - Equipment Specifications. The configuration of the baffles is 

shown in photographs of Figure 3-5. 

Figure 3-5: Gas wiping setup with acoustic baffles in place. 

Measurements of jet-plate impingement, shown in Figure 3-6, were performed 

using the same jet used for gas wiping, and a W' Aluminum plate mounted to a three axis 

manual traverse accurate to+/- 0.001 " (0.025 mm). The microphone was held in position 

by the same articulating microphone arm used in the gas wiping portion of the 

experiments and was mounted to the traverse to maintain the microphone position with 

respect to the jet impingement point. Plate inclination was achieved by inclining the plate 
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about a hinge at its midpoint for span-wise inclination, or rotating the jet about the slip 

joint between the jet and the supply piping system, for stream-wise inclination. 

Figure 3-6: Jet-plate impingement setup showing planar jet, W' Aluminum plate and 3-axis 
manual traverse. 

A W' GRAS pressure microphone has been used for all testing in conjunction 

with a National Instruments 9233 USB based data acquisition card with 24 bit resolution 

and a hardware based anti-aliasing filter. All data was collected using LabView® in the 

form of amplitude spectra, power spectra and power spectral density at a sample rate of 

25,000 Hz. Data was averaged using a linear averaging scheme for a total of 50 one 

second averages. In addition, an integrated peak-hold type SPL meter was used to 

determine the maximum overall sound pressure level. Microphone calibration was 

performed using a G.R.A.S. Type 42 AB pressure calibrator prior to each day of 

measurements and the calibration was re-checked at the conclusion of a measurement set 

to ensure no drift had occurred. 
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Chapter 4- VALIDATION OF THE SCALED 
GALVANIZING SIMULATOR 

4.1 - IN-PLANT MEASUREMENTS 

In order to characterize the noise field in the industrial environment, acoustics 

measurements were performed at two separate galvanizing facilities, referred to here as 

Site #1 and Site #2. Measurements were obtained in the form of both time signal and 

frequency spectra in order for comparison against measurements performed on the scaled 

galvanizing simulator. The objective was to characterize the noise generated and validate 

the in-lab apparatus to allow the problem to be further studied more efficiently on the in-

lab facility. The various gas wiping process parameters were recorded for each 

configuration prior to all measurements, so that the configurations could be reproduced in 

the laboratory as closely as possible. The goal of performing these in-plant tests was to 

obtain measurements of the actual noise field at the manufacturing facilities, as well as 

identify trends both in the spectral content and in the overall sound pressure levels. 

Because of the extremely harsh environment and high temperatures associated with this 

process and its proximity to the molten Zinc bath, directly measuring the various process 

parameters was often not possible. Where direct measurement of the parameters was not 

feasible, measurements were obtained from the process control equipment, the process 

engineer or from the operator. In some cases, only an estimate could be given for a 

particular process parameter. For process parameters obtained by estimate or other 

indirect means, an estimate by the process engineer of the relative uncertainty has been 

provided. 
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4.1.1 -IN-PLANT MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 

Due to the particularly harsh environment in which gas wiping is performed, 

special care was required when performing acoustics measurements of manufacturing 

lines. The microphone and data acquisition equipment used for in-plant measurements 

was the same as that used for all in-lab measurements, however for the in-plant 

measurements a 30 foot telescopic boom was used in order to position the microphone 

from a safe distance. The microphone was held in place by hand during all 

measurements, as it was not possible to setup any mechanical holding device in the 

immediate vicinity of the Zinc pot. Additionally, direct measurements of microphone 

position were not possible for the in-plant measurements. An estimate of microphone 

position was assessed visually for each case. 

Data for all in-plant measurements was obtained at a sample rate of 1 0 kHz in the 

form of both microphone time signal and various frequency spectra. All spectral 

measurements utilized a Hanning window and resulting spectra with a frequency range of 

0 Hz to 5kHz with a 1Hz resolution were constructed with the spectra being averaged 50 

times using 50 blocks of data of 10,000 samples each. 

4.1.2- MEASUREMENT RESULTS: SITE #1 

Measurements at Site #1 were performed for only one wiping configuration; the 

impingement distance, angle, nozzle slot width and other physical parameters were not 

changed. The facility of Site # 1 was not equipped with edge baffles, but an acoustic 

enclosure was built around the gas jets and jet impingement region. Only a small gap of 

approximately 15-20 em between the top of the molten zinc and bottom of the enclosure 
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and a slot opening at the top of the enclosure approximately 15 em wide to allow the 

removal of the continuous steel sheet. Figure 4-1 shows a basic schematic of the wiping 

jet configuration and baffle system surrounding the gas wiping process. 

30/.. 

~:::':i~' 
Access Hatches 

·······0/..1, 2 

··... 45° 

~50~~····· ... 

Baffle System 

Air Jets Molten Zinc Bath 

Figure 4-1: Side view of Zinc pot and gas wiping area of Site #1 galvanizing facility. 

The plenum pressure supplied to the jets was regulated by a closed loop controller 

which monitored the coating thickness approximately 700 meters downstream of the 

wiping area, and continuously adjusted the pressure to meet the desired coating thickness. 

The current measurements were performed at a nominal plenum pressure of P = 6.4 psi 

(0.44 Bar)+/- 0.1 psi and an impingement distance of z;::::; 14mm (+/- 1.9mm). A bowtie 

jet profile was used with a center jet width of he = 1.5 mm and an edge jet width of he = 

2.0mm. The jet impingement angle was normal to the sheet for both jets (a = 0°), and the 
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jets were in an aligned configuration, with no vertical jet offset (L\y = Omm). Acoustics 

measurements were performed at five different positions surrounding the zinc pot area to 

assess any directionality effect in the noise field. Figure 4-2 illustrates the microphone 

positions used for the various measurements taken at Site # 1, relative to the jets and Zinc 

pot. 
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Figure 4-2: Plan view of Zinc pot and gas wiping area of Site #1 galvanizing facility and 
microphone measurement locations. 

The results of the noise measurements for the five different microphone positions are shown 
in 

Figure 4-3 in the form of frequency spectra plots and overall sound pressure 

levels. The overall sound pressure levels of the process for this configuration are quite 

high, over 126 dB in regions closest to the jet. The frequency spectra for the five 

positions show a strong spectral peak at approximately 1500 Hz for the measurements at 
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all five positions. This spectral peak behavior is consistent with measurements performed 

in previous investigations by Park (200 1) and Dubois (200 1 a, 2001 b), who reported that 

an audible tone was generated in the region of jet-jet impingement, near the edge of the 

strip. Comparing the resulting spectra and sound pressure levels at positions 1 and 2, at 

the edge and center of the steel strip respectively, we can see that the overall SPL as well 

as the magnitude of the acoustic tone is larger near the strip edge by approximately 5 dB, 

which is again consistent with previous findings that the majority of noise as well as any 

tones were generated in the jet-jet impingement region. This observation confirms earlier 

findings of other investigations that the majority of the noise generated in this frequency 

range is produced by the impingement of the opposing jets rather than by jet-sheet 

impingement. The directionality of the noise field in an industrial setting also appears to 

be negligible, as the overall spectral distribution of acoustic energy is relatively constant. 
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Figure 4-3: Frequency spectra of the gas wiping process for microphone positions 1 through 
5 for Site #1 manufacturing facility. 

4.1.3- MEASUREMENT RESULTS: SITE #2 

Measurements at Site #2 were performed for a variety of process configurations 

including varying plenum pressure, jet alignment, as well as the presence of edge baffles. 

Having established that there was no significant directionality of the noise field from the 

measurements performed at Site #1, all measurements were performed at a single 

microphone location, but at various operating conditions, to observe some basic behavior 

of the effect of process parameters on noise generation of the process. The microphone 
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was positioned at a distance of approximately D ;:::; 1.0 m and at angle of e = 30° from the 

horizontal from the impingement point on the sheet at the center of the sheet width. 

Figure 4-4 shows a schematic of the side and plan views of the microphone position. 

Plan View Side View 

Ol··············· 

Wiping Jets Molten Zinc Bath 

Figure 4-4: Plan and side views of microphone position for acoustics measurements at Site 
#2. 

Figure 4-5 shows the effect of both varying plenum pressure and the effect of 

edge baffles on noise generated in a misaligned gas wiping case in an industrial 

environment. The fixed process parameters for these measurements is a jet inclination of 

a= 3° (+/- 1 °), an impingement distance of z = llmm (+/- 1.2mm) and a bowtie jet slot 

profile was used with an edge gap of he = 2.3mm and a center gap of he = 1.8mm. A 

vertical jet offset of ~y = 3mm ( +/- 0.5 mm) was used and when in use, the edge baffle 

distance was set to DEs = 13mm (+/- 3.0 mm). When the edge baffles were not in use 

they were completely retracted from the jet-jet impingement region. Figure 4-5 (a), (b) & 

(c) show a case with edge baffles present and plenum pressures of P = 6.0 psi, 4.5 psi and 
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3.5 psi (0.41 Bar, 0.31 Bar & 0.24 Bar) respectively. The content ofthe frequency spectra 

does not change appreciably between the three cases, although there is a broadband 

increase in acoustic pressure level as the plenum pressure is increased. The overall sound 

pressure level for these cases is given in Figure 4-6 and shows that as the plenum 

pressure is increased, the overall sound pressure level increases as well. Parts (d), (e) and 

(f) of this figure shows the effect of removing the baffle plates for plenum pressures of P 

= 6.0 psi, 4.5 psi and 3.5 psi, respectively. Comparing cases of with and without baffle 

plates in the figure, it is clear that the presence of baffle plates causes a broadband 

reduction in sound pressure level of noise in the gas wiping process, as well as a 

significant reduction in overall sound pressure level. Reductions in overall sound pressure 

level as much as 5 dB are measured for the highest plenum pressure tested with the use of 

edge baffles. In addition, cases with edge baffles tend to suppress any small spectral 

peaks occurring in cases without edge baffles, because the opposing jets do not impinge 

on one another. 
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Figure 4-5: Frequency spectra showing the effect of edge baffles on noise production at 
various plenum pressures. With edge baffles: P = 6.0 psi (a), 4.5 psi (b), 3.5 psi (c). No edge 

baffles: P = 6.0 psi (d), 4.5 psi (e), 3.5 psi (f). 
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Figure 4-6: Effect of Edge Baffles and jet alignment on the overall sound pressure level for 
various plenum pressures. 
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The effect of jet alignment was also investigated at Site #2, with measurements 

being performed at plenum pressures of6.0 psi (0.41 Bar) for aligned and misaligned jet 

cases both with and without edge baffles. The fixed process parameters outlined earlier 

remain unchanged for these measurements, however the vertical jet offset was changed 

from ~y = 3mm to ~y = Omm (+/- 0.5mm) for the misaligned and aligned jet cases 

respectively. Figure 4-7 shows the combined effect of edge baffles and jet alignment. 

Parts (a) and (c) showing aligned and misaligned jet cases respectively, both being 

without edge baffles, illustrates the strong dependence on jet alignment of acoustic tone 

formation in the jet-jet region reported by Dubois (200 1 a, 2001 b). Aligned jet cases have 

been shown to generate much stronger audible acoustic tones for a variety of gas wiping 

configurations. Strong audible tones generated in the gas wiping process have the effect 

of increasing the perceived sound pressure levels by workers in the immediate vicinity of 

the process, due to increased annoyance caused by the tones. Figure 4-6 shows the overall 

sound pressure levels of both the aligned and misaligned jet cases, with and without edge 

baffles. This figure indicates that edge baffles used in aligned jet cases have similar 

reductions in overall sound pressure levels; however, Figure 4-7 shows that the reduction 

of the acoustic tone in the aligned jet case with edge baffles is minimal if at all. 
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Figure 4-7: Frequency spectra showing the effect of jet alignment for cases with and without 
edge baffles. Aligned jet case: No edge baffles (a), with edge baffles (b). Misaligned jet case: 

No edge baffles (c), with edge baffles (d). 

The results of these in-plant measurements have shown that there is no strong 

directionality component of the noise, and that the frequency content of the noise does 

not change appreciably with measurement position. The overall noise level has been 

shown to scale with the plenum pressure supplied to the jets and the majority of the noise 

production has been shown to emanate for the jet-jet impingement region, which agrees 

with the observations of some previous investigations. The effect of edge baffles at a 

single edge baffle distance was also investigated and found to be effective in reducing 

overall sound pressure levels, but relatively ineffective in suppressing acoustic tones. 
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Furthermore, the acoustic tone generation has been shown to be strongly dependant on 

the jet alignment. 

4.2- INITIAL IN-LAB MEASUREMENTS 

Measurements were performed on the scaled galvanizing simulator in similar 

configurations to those tested in the manufacturing environment, in order to recreate the 

acoustic response and noise production of the actual process in a controlled laboratory 

environment. Differences in scale between the in-plant and in-lab facilities, as well as 

difficulty manipulating and measuring process parameters accurately in a production 

environment prevent the measurements from being directly compared. However, 

comparisons in the frequency content and overall sound pressure levels and overall trends 

between the two sets of measurements are a valid comparison, and will allow the 

validation of like behavior between the two cases. A brief assessment of various in-lab 

and in-plant measurements will be presented in order to confirm the accuracy of utilizing 

the galvanizing simulator as a method to study gas wiping in an industrial environment. 

4.2.1 -IN-LAB VS.IN-PLANT MEASUREMENTS 

Overall sound pressure level for similar operating conditions of in-lab and in

plant measurements are shown in Figure 4-8. In cases of both the in-lab and in-plant 

measurements, it is clear that increasing the plenum pressure increases the overall sound 

pressure level of the noise generated by gas wiping in both cases. This trend agrees with 

the measurements of Dubois (200 1 a, 2001 b) and Park (200 1 ). 
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Figure 4-8: Comparison of overall SPLs of in-plant and in-lab measurements. In-plant 
conditions: zlhe = 4.95, a= 3°. In-lab conditions: z/h = 5, a= 3°. 

Previous investigators such as Dubois (200 1 a, 2001 b) have noted the significant 

impact of jet alignment on noise generated in the gas wiping process, specifically on the 

generation of discrete acoustic tones. Accurate jet alignment in jet-jet impingement has 

been shown to generate strong acoustic tones and higher overall sound pressure levels 

compared to cases with misaligned jets. Figure 4-9 shows a comparison between in-plant 

and in-lab measurements for cases with aligned and misaligned jets. Part (a) shows 

measurements performed in an in-plant production setting while part (b) shows 

measurements resulting in a similar response for the in-lab galvanizing simulator. II). both 

cases, it is evident that alignment of the jets produces a strong acoustic tone, atf :::::: 1900 

Hz in both cases, whereas a similar vertical jet offset of b.y = 3mm for both in-plant and 

in-lab cases results in the suppression of the tone. The spectra obtained for the in-plant 
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measurements also display a very high level of low frequency noise if< 1OOHz) which 

was not present in the laboratory facility. This low frequency noise can be attributed both 

to the high levels of airflow due to cooling fans near the Zinc pot as well as a variety of 

other large mechanical equipment used in the immediate vicinity in-plant measurements. 

It should be noted that the conditions of the two sets of test cases for in-lab and in-plant 

measurements shown here are different (In-plant conditions: P = 6psi (0.41 Bar), zlhe = 

4.95, he = 2.3mm. In-lab conditions: P = 2.5 psi (0.175 Bar), z/h = 6, h = 1mm), the two 

cases have been selected to have the same dominant tone frequency. As will be shown 

later in Chapter 5, the frequency of the acoustic tones can predicted accurately by 

Equation (5-3) on page 75, an expression developed using the results of the extensive in

lab measurements. Table 3 shows the results of Equation (5-3) of predicting the acoustic 

tone frequencies for measurements performed in both locations. The predicted frequency 

of the tone is within 3.5% of its actual value, which is exceptional when considering the 

uncertainty of the parameters of the wiping process for the in-plant measurements. 
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Figure 4-9: Comparison of in-lab and in-plant measurements showing acoustic spectra of 
aligned and misaligned jet cases. (a) In-plant: P = 6 psi (0.41 Bar), zlhe = 4.95, he= 1.8mm, a 

= 3°, Ay z 3mm. (b) In-lab: P = 2.5 psi (0.170 Bar), z/h = 6, h = 1mm, a = 3°, Ay = 3mm. 

Table 3: Predicted vs. actual tone frequencies for in-plant vs. in-lab measurements. 

Measurement P [psi] V1 [m/s] z [mm] h [mm] zlh factual [Hz] /predicted [Hz] 

In-Plant 6.00 246 8.91 1.8 4.95 1911 1977 
In-Lab 2.50 164 6.00 6.00 1836 1858 

In addition, the results of the current study were compared to the results of two 

previous studies performed by Dubois (200 1 a, 2001 b) which consisted of measurements 

performed in both laboratory and production environments. The predictions of Equation 

(5-2) are within 10% of the actual frequency of the tone in all but one case. Furthermore, 

the measurements presented here represent a very large range of parameters used 1n the 

gas wiping process (0.7mm :S h :S 2.lmm, 1.45 psi :S P :S 5.8 psi, 7.1 :S z/h :S 21.4). In 
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addition, the measurements included configurations using various jet inclination angles 

(a), which have been shown to affect the frequency of the acoustic tones generated. 

Table 4: Predicted vs. actual tone frequencies of measurements of Dubois (2001a, 2001b) as 
predicted by Equation (5-3). 

P [psi] V1 [m/s] z [mm] h [mm] (z/h) factual [Hz] f predicted [Hz] 
1.45 127 10 1.4 7.14 870 818 
2.90 176 10 1.4 7.14 1100 1138 
5.80 242 10 1.4 7.14 1700 1564 
1.45 127 17 1.4 12.14 450 414 
2.18 154 17 1.4 12.14 550 503 
2.90 176 17 1.4 12.14 580 576 
5.80 242 17 1.4 12.14 850 792 
1.45 127 25 1.4 17.86 280 252 
2.90 176 25 1.4 17.86 375 351 
5.80 242 25 1.4 17.86 566 482 
1.45 127 15 0.7 21.43 360 399 
1.45 127 15 1.4 10.71 470 486 
1.45 127 15 2.1 7.14 500 545 

In summary, the measurements performed in the in-lab facility have successfully 

reproduced the features of noise generated in the gas wiping process by both aligned and 

misaligned jet cases. These features include the overall sound pressure level, acoustic 

tone generation and tone frequency for aligned jet cases performed in the manufacturing 

environment. Furthermore, the in-lab facility has proven successful in reproducing the 

noise and spectral characteristics measured by other investigations, which have been 

performed in both laboratory and production environments. 
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4.2.2.1- EFFECT OF SPECTRAL AVERAGING 
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Some analysis was performed to characterize the nature of the noise generated by 

gas wiping in order to determine the most accurate method of measuring and evaluating 

the noise generated. Figure 4-10 shows a waterfall plot of power spectra obtained of a 

case of jet-jet impingement every second for 50 seconds using no spectral averaging and 

the inset figure presents the final averaged spectrum utilizing the same data but 

constructed using 50 spectral averages. The gas wiping configuration used had a plenum 

pressure of P = 2.5 psi (0.175 Bar), zlh = 10 and an inclination angle of a= 3°. Each 

spectrum was obtained using a sample rate of 25 kHz, collecting 25,000 samples per 

spectra, resulting in the generation of one spectrum per second, with a frequency range of 

0- 12.5 kHz and a spectral resolution of 1 Hz. The main plot gives a clear indication that 

the overall peak amplitude and of the acoustic tone is fluctuating significantly during a 

relatively short period, which has important implications in the signal analysis and 

interpretation of the noise. 

Figure 4-11 shows histograms of the same data set, graphically illustrating the 

variation of the acoustic tone frequency and maximum amplitude of each individual 

spectrum as well as the variation in overall sound pressure level. The modulation in 

amplitude and frequency of the acoustic tone is thought to originate due to the non

constant impingement length of each of the two jets. The frequency of the dominant 

acoustic tone of the impinging jets is determined by the jet impingement length z, which 

is determined by the position of the impingement interface of the two jets. Since this 
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impingement interface is not tied to any physical boundary, but rather the pressure field 

of the impinging jets, the frequency of the acoustic tone is subject to small amounts of 

variation. Furthermore, the tones generated by the jet impinging on the steel sheet, which 

will be presented later in Chapter 6, are also subject to the same modulation behavior due 

to small sheet vibrations. 

The amplitude and frequency of the dominant acoustic tone in each single 

spectrum were averaged over all the individual spectra, and compared to the frequency 

and amplitude of the final ensemble averaged spectrum. The average value of the peak 

acoustic pressure (P average = 1.6845 PaRMs 2) from the series of individual spectra is 

approximately three times higher than the resulting peak acoustic spectra of the final 

ensemble averaged spectra (Pspec = 0.6388 PaRM/), which is shown in the inset of Figure 

4-10. The variation of the tone frequency with time tends to smear the acoustic energy of 

the spectral peak over a range of frequencies on the final averaged spectrum, which 

underestimates the actual magnitude of the acoustic tone of the final averaged spectrum. 

However, the overall sound pressure level of the final spectrum is quite accurate since 

the overall acoustic energy of each spectrum is approximately constant, and does not 

change appreciably from spectrum to spectrum. 
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Figure 4-10: Waterfall plot of 50 seconds of noise signal and final ensemble averaged 
frequency spectrum (inset) captured from galvanizing simulator showing variation in 

amplitude and frequency of the dominant acoustic peak. (P = 2.5psi (0.175 Bar), z/h = 10, a 
= 3°, Averaged spectrum: 50 averages) 

Table 5: Effect of spectral averaging on overall SPL, tone frequency and tone intensity. 

Overai/SPL 

Acoustic 
Pressure 

Frequency 

Average of Individual 
Spectra 

114.01 dB 

935.85 Hz 

52 

Ensemble Averaged 
Spectrum 
114.01 dB 

0.6388 PaRMS 
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Figure 4-11: ffistogram showing the variation in peak acoustic pressure, tone frequency and 
overall SPL, and the results of spectral averaging. 

Measurements were performed in order to characterize the effect of the number of 

spectral averages on the peak and overall acoustic pressure of the noise due to gas 

wiping. The same single case of jet-jet impingement considered above was used (P = 2.5 

psi (0.175 Bar), z/h = 10, a= 3°) and 50 separate spectra sampled using 5, 10,25 50, 75 

and 100 spectral averages were recorded. The mean values and standard deviation of the 

tone intensity and overall sound pressure were computed for the spectra taken using each 

number of averages in order to assess repeatability and reduction in tone intensity for 

each case. A single averaged spectrum using 1 000 averages was also recorded to . show 

the effects of averaging for a very long time. Figure 4-12 shows the results of the effect 

of the number of averages on the averaged overall and peak acoustic pressures and on 

sound pressure levels of the spectra. It is clear that the number of spectral averages has a 
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pronounced effect on the peak acoustic pressures recorded in the final averaged spectra, 

with more averages resulting in lower spectral peaks of the acoustic tone of the averaged 

spectrum, but increased consistency. 
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Figure 4-12: Effect of spectra averaging on acoustic pressure and SPL of dominant acoustic 
peak and overall acoustic pressure. 

In addition, the effect of spectral averaging on the standard deviation (a) of the 

peak and overall acoustic pressures and sound pressure levels was also investigated. 

Figure 4-13 shows that the standard deviation of both the overall averaged acoustic 

pressures and sound pressure levels has very little variation for all cases of spectral 

averaging from 5 averages to 100 averages, with the standard deviation being less than 

1% of the mean value in all cases. The values of standard deviation of peak SPL and peak 

acoustic pressure vary much more significantly with the number of spectral averages 
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taken. It was necessary to take 50 or more spectral averages in order to resolve the 

standard deviation of the peak acoustic pressure to less than 10% of the mean value. The 

variation of peak SPL is much lower, due to logarithmic nature of the decibel scale, with 

a standard deviation of less than a = 0.5% for 50 or more spectral averages. 
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Figure 4-13: Effect of spectra averaging on standard deviation (a) of peak & overall SPL's. 

Spectral averaging of noise produced in the gas wiping process has been shown to 

significantly reduce the tone intensity, while accurately presenting the overall levels of 

noise. In order to accurately determine the value of the peak acoustic pressure to a 

sufficiently low uncertainty, a large number of averages were necessary. However, as it 

has been previously shown, increasing the number of spectral averages decreases the 

peak acoustic pressure of the final averaged spectra, and underestimates the instantaneous 

tone intensity of the actual noise. Table 5 shows results of measurements performed at z/h 
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= 10, 17.5 & 25 which show that the loss in tone intensity due to spectral averaging is 

approximately constant over the range of impingement ratios tested. The loss in tone 

intensity due to averaging is equivalent to a reduction of 8.5 dB in the tone intensity of 

the averaged spectrum, although this trend has not been confirmed for all gas wiping 

configurations and cases. 

Table 6: Loss in tone intensity due to the effects of spectral averaging. 

(zlh) = 10 (zlh) = 17.5 (zlh) = 25 
Average Peak Value 

1.6845 1.7231 2.0398 
fPaRMs

21 
Averaged Spectral Peak 

0.6388 0.6332 0.7383 
[PaRMs 21 

Tone Intensity Addition 
8.4 8.7 8.8 

[dB] 

4.2.2.2- EFFECT OF MEASUREMENT POSITION 

The effect of microphone position was examined in the in-lab environment to 

determine the effects of reverberation and any directionality effects in the noise field 

resulting from jet-jet impingement, and to ensure that all acoustics measurements were 

performed in the near field. The effects of both microphone distance and inclination angle 

were investigated, with all measurements being taken at the centerline of the steel sheet. 

Microphone distance is measured from the jet impingement point at the center of the 

sheet, and microphone angle is measured in degrees from the horizontal. A simplified 

schematic of the side and plan views of the jet-jet impingement setup is given in Figure 

4-14 which shows the position and orientation of the microphone used for acoustics 

measurements. Measurements of frequency spectra and overall sound pressure level were 

taken at a constant microphone inclination angle of 8 = 65° at microphone distances 
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ranging from D = 0.1m to 0.8m and to ensure that all measurements were performed in 

the near field to minimize the effects of reverberation of the room. Figure 4-15 shows the 

overall sound pressure level as a function of the microphone distance (D), where the 

microphone distance is presented in a log scale. The plot clearly shows a linear decay in 

overall sound pressure level with increasing microphone distance over the entire range of 

distances examined, indicating that all measurements within this range are within the 

acoustic near field (Hodgson & Warnock, 1992). 
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Figure 4-14: Side and plan views of jets and sheet of jet-jet impingement setup showing 
microphone distance (D) and angle (9). 
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Figure 4-15: Overall SPL as a function of microphone distance (D) for a constant 
inclination angle of 9 = 65°. 

Measurements were also performed for a variety of microphone inclination angles 

(8) to assess any potential effects of directionality within the noise field. All 

measurements investigating the effect of microphone inclination angle were made at a 

constant microphone distance of D = 0.5m as shown in Figure 4-14, while microphone 

distance was varied from 8 = 35° to 8 = 75°. A waterfall plot showing acoustic spectra as 

a function of the microphone inclination angle is shown in Figure 4-16, while the overall 

sound pressure level as a function of inclination angle is shown in Figure 4-17. Figure 

4-17 shows a slight dependence of the overall SPL on the angle of inclination, varying 

just under 2 dB from 8 = 35° to 8 = 75°. This could be due in part to reflection of noise 

generated by the jet impingement off of the steel sheet, since the microphone is closer to 

the sheet in cases of greater impingement ratio. Figure 4-16, shows no significant 

difference in the spectral content as a function of inclination angle, except a low 
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frequency component in the case of microphone inclination angle exceeding e = 65°. This 

increase in low frequency noise at higher inclination angle is due to microphone being 

subjected to significant airflow, due to the impingement of the jets and the microphone's 

proximity to the steel sheet. 
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Figure 4-16: Waterfall plot of acoustic spectra of galvanizing noise while varying the 
microphone inclination angle (D). P = 2.0 psi (0.136 Bar), z/h = 17 .5, D = 50cm. 
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Figure 4-17: Overall SPL as a function of microphone inclination angle (0). 

A final microphone position of D = 0.3m and e = 65° was chosen to ensure that 

all measurements were performed in the near field and that the microphone was 

positioned in the direction of maximum acoustic directivity without being subjected to 

any significant mean airflows due to impingement. 

4.2.2.3- EFFECT OF BLOWER NOISE 

Due to the range of pressures and flow rates examined during in-lab testing, it was 

necessary to pressurize the jets using only one blower for low pressure configurations (P 

< 2.5 psi) and two blowers for higher pressure configurations (P ~ 3.0 psi). It was 

necessary to mount the blowers used to pressurize the air jets in close proximity to the 

measurement position, in order to maximize the range of pressures which could be 

supplied to the jets, by minimizing pressure drop due to flow through the supply piping. 
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A series of acoustic baffles were constructed using plywood and insulated with ROXUL ® 

Enerwrap 80 mineral fiber insulation, in order to acoustically insulate the blowers and 

prevent direct acoustic radiation from the blower mounting location to the jet-jet 

impingement point and the measurement position. 
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Figure 4-18: Effect of blower noise on acoustic spectra of galvanizing simulator. P = 2.5 psi 
(0.175 Bar) One Blower: zlh = 10 (a), 17.5 (c) & 25 (e). Two Blowers: zlh = 10 (b), 17.5 (d) & 

25 (t). 

The effects of the noise generated by the two centrifugal blowers were measured 

to ensure that noise generated by the blowers did not significantly impact the acoustic 

measurements of the jet-jet impingement. Three cases of basic jet-jet impingement were 

measured while being pressurized with one and two blower to determine the difference in 

the acoustic spectra, if any, due to blower noise. Figure 4-18 shows six acoustic spectra 
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measured for jet-jet impingement cases ofzlh = 10, 17.5 & 25, using one blower and two 

blowers, to generate a constant plenum pressure of P = 2.5 psi (0.170 Bar). There is no 

significant difference between the frequency content or amplitude of any portion of the 

two sets of the three impingement cases. It was concluded from these results that acoustic 

signature of the blower makes no appreciable contribution to the measurements of jet-jet 

impingement. 

4.2.2.4- EFFECT OF THE STEEL SHEET AS A NOISE SOURCE 

Due to the long span between the upper and lower rollers that direct the sheet in 

both the in-plant and in-lab facilities, the steel sheet is susceptible to relatively small, low 

frequency vibrations due to turbulent buffeting of the impinging jets. These small 

vibrations were observed in both the in-plant and in-lab measurements. Because of these 

vibrations, the large surface area of the steel sheet and the proximity of the sheet to the 

measurement location, additional measurements were performed in order to investigate 

whether significant noise is radiated from the steel sheet. A single case of jet-jet 

impingement was considered, and measurements were performed with the bare steel 

sheet in place and with the sheet covered in a high damping, fibrous material. The 

material added to the mass of the sheet significantly, lowering its natural frequency and 

eliminating any detectable vibration of the sheet. One third octave spectra for both cases 

are shown in Figure 4-19. They show a 5 dB increase in acoustic band power level for the 

1/3 octave band centered at 63Hz, near the natural frequencies of the various modes of 

the sheet for the case with the bare sheet. The band power levels for center frequencies 
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exceeding 400 Hz show a slight reduction in band power level in the case of the covered 

sheet, which can be explained by the effect of the covering material which absorbs sound 

at higher frequencies. In general however, it does not appear that the sheet is responsible 

for any significant acoustic radiation, except in the case of the 63Hz octave, which is 

significantly removed from the frequency range of typical jet-jet impingement noise 

(300Hz :S f :S 4500Hz). The bare steel sheet was found to be the source of some low 

frequency noise, due to sheet vibration, however this noise is far removed from the 

frequency range of interest. Further testing was carried out with a bare sheet 
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Figure 4-19: 113 octave spectra of cases with bare sheet vs. covered sheet. 

4.2.3 -lET SLOT PROFILE CHARACTERIZATION 

Measurements were performed to characterize the dimensions of the jet slot width 

along the length of the jet at various plenum pressures, to investigate the effect of plenum 
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pressure and potential flex of the jet structure. Both jets were set to a nominal jet slot 

width of h = lmm at a plenum pressure of P = 1.0 psi (0.068 Bar). Measurements of the 

jet slot width across the jet span made in increments of 50mm starting at the jet centerline 

(y = Omm) were made using a Mitutoyo® digital caliper accurate to +/-O.Olmm. The 

plenum pressure supplied to the jets was then increased to 2.0, 3.0 and 4.0 psi while not 

making any adjustments to the jet, with jet slot measurements being performed at the 

same locations for all pressures. Because the air knives were constructed largely of clear 

Acrylic, whose Young's modulus changes significantly with temperature, all 

measurements were performed after allowing the temperature of the airstream and jet 

surfaces to reach steady state. 
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Figure 4-20: Actual and dimensionless jet slot width profiles for Jet #1 (a) & (c) and Jet #2 
(b) & (d) for varying plenum pressures (P). 
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Figure 4-20 (a) & (b) and Figure 4-21 shows that both jets flex significantly under 

increasing plenum pressure, with Jet #2 being approximately three times stiffer than 

Jet# I , due to differences in construction. The dimensionless profiles of the two jets as 

shown in part (c) & (d) of Figure 4-20, shows that while the two jets are very susceptible 

to changes in pressure affecting the jet slot width, the pressure does not significantly 

affect the dimensionless profile across the span of the jet, meaning that if the jet slot 

width is set at a given value for each separate plenum pressure used, the jet slot profile 

will not change appreciably for different plenum pressures. 
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Figure 4-21: Average jet slot width as a function of plenum pressure (P), showing the 
different mechanical stiffness of Jet #1 & Jet #2. 

The actual magnitude of the jet slot width is a crucial parameter for this study 

which needed to be controlled accurately. For all testing performed in the course of this 

study, plenum pressures were held constant during experimental runs, and the jet slot 

width was set using feeler gauges and checked using a digital caliper. Any adjustments of 
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plenum pressure during testing were also accompanied by an adjustment in jet slot width 

to return it to its nominal value. Furthermore, all testing was performed after allowing the 

air supply from the blowers and jets to reach a steady, constant temperature. 
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Chapter 5 - BASELINE lET-lET CONFIGURATION 

5.1- DEFINING A BASELINE CONFIGURATION 

Various steel manufacturers participating in this experimental study were 

informally polled in order to determine a commonly used baseline gas wiping 

configuration which would be used as a basis for studying the effect of various system 

parameters on the resultant noise production. Using this baseline configuration, noise 

maps of the process were constructed as functions of the plenum pressure P, and 

impingement ratio z/h, the two major parameters manipulated during the wiping process. 

The noise maps will give manufacturers and process engineers a quantitative measure of 

the relative noise level of any process configuration contained in the baseline. In addition, 

these maps, when used in conjunction with various coating weight models, will provide a 

means to optimize the wiping process to minimize the noise produced for a particular 

coating weight and line speed. Other gas wiping parameters such as jet inclination angle, 

the effect of baffle plates and various forms of jet incidence asymmetry were examined 

using the baseline configuration as a common starting point. The gas wiping process as it 

is currently used in steel galvanization is subject to a very wide range of process 

parameters. The current study aims to cover as much of that range as possible, however, 

using a commonly agreed to and commonly used baseline configuration ensures that the 

results obtained here will have maximum applicability and benefit to manufacturers. 

The baseline configuration selected for this investigation was an aligned jet case 

(~y = 0 mm) with equal jet inclination angles of a= 3°. Measurements used to construct 
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the noise maps were made between impingement ratios of z/h = 5 to 30 and plenum 

pressures from P = 1.0 psi to 4.5 psi (0.068 Bar to 0.306 Bar) in increments of 0.5 psi 

(0.035 Bar). It should be noted that in some industrial cases the plenum pressures used 

exceed the range tested here, however, pressures exceeding P = 4.5 psi could not be 

tested due to pressure restrictions of the centrifugal blowers and of the air jets. Figure 5-l 

shows the measurement grid utilized for performing all acoustics measurements of the 

baseline configuration and to create the noise maps shown later in this section. Acoustics 

measurements were made at each point shown on the measurement grid, and power 

spectrum, amplitude spectrum and power spectral density were obtained. In addition, 

averaged overall SPL and peak SPL using a peak and hold sound pressure level meter 

were recorded as well as the tone intensity, a measure of the acoustic tone strength, was 

determined for each measurement point. Measurements were made in series of runs made 

at a constant plenum pressure while varying the impingement ratio throughout its range 

from z/h = 5 to 30. Jet slot width (h) was adjusted after each pressure adjustment, prior to 

commencing the measurement run, and re-checked at z/h = 17 and 30 to ensure that no 

changes had taken place during a given run. 
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Figure 5-1: Measurement grid used for baseline jet-jet impingement configuration. 

5.2 -ACOUSTIC RESPONSE 

One case of a single measurement run made at a plenum pressure of P = 4.0 psi 

(0.272 Bar) for the baseline jet-jet impingement case will be presented in order to 

characterize some re-occurring features of the acoustic response. Figure 5-2 shows a 

waterfall plot of acoustic spectra for this case, with the amplitude shown in sound 

pressure level [dB], with a reference pressure of Pref = 20 f.!Pa. A number of strong 

acoustic tones in the spectra are evident, often occurring simultaneously for the same 

wiping configurations, with the frequency of each tone showing an approximately 

hyperbolic behavior, being inversely proportional to the impingement ratio, zlh. In order 

to more clearly illustrate some of the spectral behavior of the jet-jet impingement 

response, a contour plot of the same data is given in Figure 5-3. In this contour plot, the 

amplitude of a given spectra at each frequency is represented by the color of the plot, as 
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shown by the color scale at the right of the figure. In addition, some of the key elements 

of the acoustic response have been labeled. 

Impingement 
Ratio (z/h) 

0 Frequency [Hz] 

Figure 5-2: Waterfall plot of baseline jet-jet configuration for a plenum pressure of P = 4.0 
psi (0.272 Bar). 

Referring to the contour plot, the frequency response of the various acoustic tones 

generated in gas wiping are more evident. The primary jet-jet tone (fj) , as shown in Figure 

5-3, is present throughout the entire range of impingement ratio tested (5 :S z/h :S 30) and 

the frequency of the mode is approximately inversely proportional to the impingement 

ratio. Additionally, the mode was present for all other plenum pressure cases tested from 

P = 1.0 psi to 4.5 psi. For a plenum pressure of 4.0 psi, the frequency of the primary jet-

jet mode varies betweenjj:::::: 3000 Hz andjj:::::: 350Hz between impingement ratios of z/h 

= 5 to 30 respectively. It will be demonstrated later in Section 5.3 of this thesis that the 

frequency of this mode and others encountered in gas wiping for all tested pressures is 
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proportional to the flow velocity of the impinging jets, and approximately inversely 

proportional to the impingement ratio and the jet slot width (h). Also present throughout 

the entire range of impingement ratios for this case, are the secondary jet stage tones, jj2 

& jj3. These secondary jet-jet stage tones have frequencies of two and three times the 

primary jet-jet mode respectively. The amplitude of these tones is considerably lower 

than that of the primary tone for almost all jet-jet impingement configurations, and they 

do not present a significant impact to the overall noise level of any specific configuration. 

Both the primary and secondary jet-jet tones have been found to originate from the region 

of jet-jet impingement, near the two edges of steel strip. Evidence supporting this 

conclusion will be presented in later results of this thesis. 
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Figure 5-3: Contour plot of baseline jet-jet configuration for a plenum pressure of P = 4.0 
psi (0.272 Bar). 
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Figure 5-4: Simplified schematic of basis jet-jet impingement and the resulting 
impingement regions. 

A higher frequency jet-sheet mode is also present for a limited range of 

impingement ratio for the baseline configuration. The range of test conditions at which 

the jet-sheet tones are generated varies with the velocity of the incident jet; higher flow 

velocities result in larger lock-in ranges, however in general this mode was observed 

between impingement ratio of zlh = 6 to 25. The jet-sheet tones were found to originate in 

the jet-sheet impingement region due to the impingement of the jets on the steel sheet. 

Evidence to support this finding, along with a more thorough investigation of this mode 

will be presented in Chapter 6 of this thesis. These jet-sheet tones are only present for the 

higher plenum pressure cases, typically exceeding P = 2.0 psi (0.136 Bar), and their 

acoustic pressure can be very significant. In some cases of the baseline configuration, 

they can be the dominant acoustic tone in the spectrum. As with the previously 

mentioned jet-jet modes, the frequency of the jet-sheet mode is also approximately 

inversely proportional to the impingement ratio, but is approximately four times higher 

than the primary jet-jet mode. A full analysis of the jet sheet modes will be discussed in 

Chapter 6 of this thesis. 
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(b) 

Figure 5-5: Waterfall plot of acoustic response of baseline configuration for P = 4.0 psi (a), 
3.0 psi (b), 2.0 psi (c) and 1.0 psi (d). 

Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-6 show waterfall plots of the acoustic spectra for 

individual four plenum pressures of P = 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 & 4.0 psi (P = 0.068, 0.136, 0.204 & 

0.272 Bar) for frequency ranges to 4 kHz and 10 kHz, respectively. In all cases, the 

primary and secondary jet-jet modes are clearly excited throughout the entire tested range 

of impingement ratio. For the higher pressure cases, P 2 2.0 psi shown in parts (a), (b) & 

(c) of the figure, the jet-sheet tones are visible for successively larger ranges of 

impingement ratio. The amplitude and frequency of both the primary jet-jet and jet-sheet 

tones increase with plenum pressure. A thorough analysis of the frequency of the primary 

jet-jet tones will be presented in the following section. 
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Figure 5-6: Waterfall plot of acoustic response of baseline configuration for P = 4.0 psi (a), 
3.0 psi (b), 2.0 psi (c) and 1.0 psi (d). 

5.3- BASELINE CONFIGURATION: fREQUENCY ANALYSIS 

Figure 5-7 shows the frequency of the primary jet-jet and jet-sheet tones as a 

function impingement ratio for plenum pressure of P = 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 & 4.0 psi. The 

frequency of these tones scales approximately inversely with the impingement ratio, and 

is proportional to the isentropic jet velocity Vi. The isentropic jet velocity is simply the 

velocity of the jet resulting from the applied plenum pressure P in the case of an 

isentropic nozzle. The isentropic jet velocity was calculated using Equation (5-1), which 

is derived from the equation for a standard compressible flow, isentropic nozzle. No 

direct flow velocity measurements of the jet were performed during the course of this 

study. Figure 5-8 shows the frequency of the primary jet-jet mode divided by the 

isentropic jet velocity Vi, showing the collapse of the data along a single curve, which has 
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been fitted by a power curve fit given by Equation (5-3). The constant and power 

coefficients of this expression were determined to three decimal places using a least 

squares regression, and fitted to the data using a power curve fit. This confirms that 

frequency of this jet-jet mode scales with the jet velocity, and allows the frequency of the 

entire data set to be calculated with a single expression as a function of the impingement 

ratio zlh, and the isentropic jet velocity, Vj. This expression was developed using a 

Strouhal number analysis shown in Equations (5-2) and (5-3) below. 

~ =c 
y-1 

(5-1) 

(5-2) 

( )

-1.273 ( ) 

f = 0.117 ~ ~ (5-3) 

Table 7: List of plenum pressures tested and resulting isentropic flow velocities and 
Reynolds numbers. 

P [psi] P [Bar] V 1 [m/s] Reh 
1.0 0.068 105.7 7207 
1.5 0.102 128.7 8777 
2.0 0.136 147.8 10079 
2.5 0.170 164.3 11207 
3.0 0.204 179.0 12212 
3.5 0.238 192.4 13122 
4.0 0.272 204.6 13957 
4.5 0.306 216.0 14731 
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Figure 5-7: Frequency of primary jet-jet and jet-sheet acoustic tones as a function of 
impingement ratio, for varying plenum pressures. 
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Figure 5-8: Frequency of the dominant acoustic mode divided by the isentropic jet velocity 
as a function of plenum pressure (P) and impingement ratio (z/h). 
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As a comparison, and to validate this expression to predict frequency of results 

from other data sets, results of the measurement of similar jet-jet configurations of 

Dubois (200 1 a, 2001 b) and Park (200 1) have been plotted with the power fit expression 

in Figure 5-9. The measurements performed by Dubois, which are shown here, are 

obtained from both in-plant and in-lab facilities, and the measurements of Park were 

performed exclusively in a manufacturing environment. The figure shows that in general, 

the expression is a reasonably good fit for these measurements, which are comprised of 

configurations with varying jet slot widths, impingement ratios, and plenum pressures. 
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Figure 5-9: Measurements of Dubois (2001a, 2001b) and Park (2001) compared to power fit 
of measurements of the current study. 
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Figure 5-10: Strouhal number (Stz) of the dominant acoustic mode for jet-jet impingement 
as a function of plenum pressure (P), and impingement ratio (zlh). 

The primary and secondary jet-jet modes are thought to originate from a flapping 

instability of the planar jet, although no direct evidence exists in the literature that 

confirms this hypothesis. A study by Goldschmidt & Bradshaw (1973) found that the 

flapping mode of a free turbulent planar jet with Reh = 2.6x 104 and an aspect ratio of L/h 

:::::;; 50 occurred at a Strouhal number of approximately Sth = 5.5 x l0-3
, which is in the 

middle of the range of Strouhal numbers found for jet-jet impingement. Varieras et al. 

(2007) performed flow visualizations of an impinging confined laminar plane jet on a flat 

plate and observed that the jet oscillated in a flapping column mode. The flapping or 

"preferred" mode as it is sometimes called in the literature, occur at a Strouhal number 

approximately two orders of magnitude less than traditional unstable frequencies 
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predicted by linear stability theory for vortex shedding and other typical shear layer 

instabilities. 

5.4 - BASELINE CONFIGURATION: NOISE MAPS 

In order to give manufacturers broad overview of noise in the gas wiping process, 

nmse maps were generated using measurements performed at each gas wiping 

configuration. Maps showing overall sound pressure level in dB (Pref = 20 J..LPa) and tone 

intensity were produced a function of the plenum pressure supplied to the jets and the 

impingement ratio. These maps will allow manufacturers to see the trends in the overall 

levels of noise as well as the spectral behavior, and when used in conjunction with 

expressions developed to predict frequency of the acoustic tones, gives manufacturers a 

complete picture of noise in the gas wiping process within the range of parameters tested. 

The overall sound pressure level and tone intensity were obtained for the 

measurements taken at each position and a series of noise maps were constructed to 

illustrate the overall behavior of the gas wiping process in the baseline configuration. 

Figure 5-11 shows the noise map of the baseline wiping configuration for averaged 

overall sound pressure level as a function of plenum pressure P, and impingement ratio 

z/h. This figure clearly shows that the noise generated by the wiping process increases 

with increasing plenum pressure supplied to the jets, and thus the incident jet velocity. 

The noise level decreases with increasing jet-to-strip distance z, and impingement ratio 

z/h. These noise maps will give manufacturers insight and a broad overview into noise 

generation in the gas wiping process that was not previously available, and give operators 
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and process engineers the ability to quantitatively assess a myriad of possible gas wiping 

configurations, and allow for reductions in overall sound pressure levels. The figure 

however, only displays the overall sound pressure levels at each point and does not give 

any indication of the spectral content such as to the presence or magnitude of discrete 

acoustic tones within the spectra, which may result in annoyance factors being added to 

the overall level in an industrial setting. 
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Figure 5-11: Average overall SPL for baseline jet-jet configuration as a function of plenum 
pressure (P) and impingement ratio (z/h). 

In order to characterize and quantify the strong acoustic tones generated for the 

configurations tested, a similar map of tone intensity is shown in Figure 5-13. For the 

purposes of this investigation, tone intensity will be defined as the difference in decibels 

between the average sound pressure level of the acoustic spectrum between 0 Hz and 10 
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kHz, and the peak sound pressure level of the acoustic tone of the same spectrum. Figure 

5-12 shows an example of an acoustic spectrum from the baseline configuration with a 

dominant jet-sheet mode. The average sound pressure level and sound pressure level of 

the dominant peak are shown, along with the resulting tone intensity shown in decibels. 

Figure 5-13 shows that the tone intensity of a given configuration is largely a function of 

the impingement ratio, with stronger acoustic tones being generated for configurations 

with larger jet-to-strip distances. The tone intensity appears to be nearly independent of 

the plenum pressure and the resultant isentropic jet velocity, although in general lower 

tone intensities are observed for higher jet velocities. 
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Figure 5-12: Acoustic spectra of jet-plate acoustic tone and resulting tone intensity. 
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Figure 5-13: Tone intensity of the dominant acoustic mode as a function of plenum pressure 
(P) and impingement ratio (zlh) for baseline configuration. 

In a practical industrial environment, the effect of the overall sound pressure and 

the tone intensity at any particular configuration will have to be evaluated together, to 

obtain a fmal overall perceived sound pressure level. Standards of evaluating noise vary 

greatly between different areas, with a multitude of different criteria and evaluation 

techniques being employed to deal with industrial noise with strong acoustic tones. 

Typically, some spectral weighting is applied to the acoustic spectrum, where A, C and 

Z-weighting are the most common, and depending on the strength and frequency of the 

acoustic tone, some annoyance factor will be added to the weighted overall sound 

pressure level. The two noise maps will have to be evaluated together to determine the 

overall perceived noise level map based on local standards and practices. Once the 

overall perceived noise level map has been constructed, the process may be optimized to 
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minimize the perceived noise level for targeted coating weight and line speed. Further 

details on process optimization will be outlined in Chapter 8 of this thesis. 
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Chapter 6 - lET-PLATE IMPINGEMENT 

In previous investigations by Dubois (200 1 a, 2001 b) and Park (200 1 ), consisting 

of both in-lab and in-plant measurements of similar configurations, the presence of high 

frequency jet-sheet tones has not been observed. This discrepancy may be explained by 

the use of bowtie air knives in some of the previous studies. The non-constant jet slot 

width of a bowtie air knife has the effect of continuously changing the impingement ratio 

over the span of the jet, Lj. This configuration is physically analogous to inclining the 

sheet along the span for a nozzle with a flat profile, so that one edge of the sheet is closer 

to the nozzle than the other. By varying the impingement ratio over the jet span, the 

frequency of the acoustic tone also continuously varies, and the jet is unable to lock-in at 

a distinct frequency over the entire jet span. In Section 6.5 of this thesis, the effect of 

span-wise inclination of the plate on jet-plate tones is investigated, and the lock-in of 

such tones is found to be very sensitive to span-wise inclination, completely suppressing 

the jet-plate mode for an inclination of only 1.25°. Bowtie air knives, with their 

continuously varying impingement ratio, may have a similar effect explaining their 

absence of these modes in industrial cases utilizing these gap profiles. 

Significant jet-sheet tones were found to arise in the tested baseline configuration 

for plenum pressures exceeding P = 2.0 psi (0.136 Bar) over a limited range of 

impingement ratios, typically from zlh = 7 to 17. As mentioned earlier, the two distinct 

tones observed in the baseline configuration are thought to be originating from the two 

separate jet impingement regions: the jet-jet impingement region for the primary and 
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secondary jet-jet tones, and the jet-sheet impingement region for the higher frequency jet

sheet tones. In order to further investigate the jet-sheet modes arising in the baseline 

configuration, and to separate any effects due to sheet motion and strip vibration arising 

from turbulent buffeting, experiments were performed of a single plane jet impinging at 

an angle of a = oo on an "infinite" flat plate. A simplified schematic of the test 

configuration is shown in Figure 6-1. The plate has been rigidly mounted to avoid any 

motion or vibration and to provide a stationary impingement interface. The plate used for 

impingement measured 200mm x 490mm and was constructed of 3
/ 8" plate aluminum and 

was mounted on a manual three axis traverse capable of movement in the x-y-z direction 

to within ±0.02 mm. Inclination of the jet-plate impingement was made possible by 

means of a pivot allowing span-wise inclination and by inclining the jet about it axis 

relative to the plate to allow for stream-wise inclination. Impingement of the jet took 

place entirely within the confines of the flat plate, with no portion of the jet not 

impinging on the plate. The same Yz" GRAS pressure microphone and data acquisition 

system was used for all measurements. Details of the experimental apparatus used are 

outlined in full in Chapter 3 of this report. 
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Figure 6-1: Simplified schematic of jet-plate impingement setup. 

6.1 - EFFECT OF MICROPHONE PROXIMITY 

The effect of microphone proximity D and microphone inclination angle e was 

investigated in order to assess any directionality effects on the amplitude and spectral 

content of the noise, as well as to ensure that all noise measurements were performed in 

the near field. Figure 6-2 shows the effect of microphone distance on the overall sound 

pressure level of jet-plate impingement. The sound pressure shows an exponential decay 

for the entire range of microphone distance D tested (0.05m :S D :S 0.6m), indicating that 

all measurements within this range are within the near field. Figure 6-3 shows the peak 

and overall sound pressure level the noise as a function of the microphone inclination 

angle, e. It is clear that there is some directionality of the magnitude of the peak and 

overall SPL, with the peak level reaching a maximum at a microphone inclination angle 

of e = 65°, and the overall sound pressure level increasing steadily for increasing 

microphone inclination up to 70°. For microphone inclination angles exceeding 70°, the 

microphone is exposed to significant mean airflow, caused by the re-directed airflow 

from the jet-plate impingement, which artificially increases the overall sound pressure 
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level due to increased low frequency noise. With the exception of this low frequency 

noise increase at large inclination angles, the spectral content of the jet-plate 

impingement noise is relatively constant over the range of microphone inclination angle 

tested. Figure 6-4 shows a waterfall plot of jet-plate impingement spectra for varying 

microphone inclination angle fore= 35° toe= 80°. 
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Figure 6-2: Effect of microphone distanceD on the overall SPL for jet-plate impingement. 9 
= 65°. 
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Figure 6-4: Waterfall plot of the spectral response of jet-plate impingement as a function of 
microphone inclination angle 9. D = 0.3m. 
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6.2 -lET-PLATE ACOUSTIC RESPONSE 

Measurements of the jet-plate acoustic response were taken in a series of eight 

experimental runs at pressures from P = 1.0 psi to 4.5 psi in increments of 0.5 psi for 

impingement ratios from zlh = 1 to 30. Results of pressure runs of P = 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 and 

4.0 psi will be shown here, although all experimental runs showed similar trends in 

frequency and amplitude. Figure 6-5 shows a series of waterfall plots for the different 

plenum pressure cases showing the development of the jet-plate modes. The behavior of 

this tone is very similar to that observed for the baseline configuration, however the tone 

amplitude is stronger for the case of jet-plate impingement, and the frequency ofthe tone 

occurs over a narrower band of frequency, which is a consequence of the lack of sheet 

movement in the case of jet-plate impingement. The frequency of the tones for the two 

cases of jet-sheet and jet-plate impingement occurs at the same frequencies for similar 

configurations of plenum pressure and impingement ratio. This similar behavior confirms 

that the jet-sheet/jet-plate tone is originating from the jet impinging on a flat surface, and 

the lack of any jet-jet modes confirms that the jet-jet mode arises from instability in the 

jet-jet impingement region at the edge of the sheet. 
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Figure 6-5: Waterfall plot of acoustic response of jet-plate impingement for plenum 
pressures of P= 1.0 psi (a), 2.0 psi (b), 3.0 psi (c) & 4.0 psi (d). 
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Figure 6-6 shows two spectra taken from two similar configurations of jet-sheet 

and jet-plate impingement, which shows the effect of strip vibration and motion on the 

strength and spectral content of the acoustic tones. Both cases shown are for a system 

configuration of P = 4.0 psi (0.272 Bar) and z/h = 15 with the jet-sheet spectra taken from 

the baseline configuration results and the jet-plate spectra from the current set of jet-plate 

impingement results. It is clear that the peak of the jet-plate case is much stronger, with a 

peak sound pressure level nearly 10 dB higher than the case of jet-sheet impingement, 

and the frequency of the acoustic tone is concentrated in a much narrower band of 

frequency. This is due to the stationary impingement interface and constant impingement 

ratio in the case of the jet-plate case. It is also interesting to note that the total acoustic 

energy of the jet-plate tone is more than twice as large as the tone of the jet sheet case 
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when integrating the acoustic spectra over the same frequency range, indicating that strip 

vibration is interfering with the formation of the jet-sheet mode. 
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Figure 6-6: Spectra of jet-sheet and jet-plate impingement for P = 4.0 psi (0.272 Bar), z/h = 
15 showing the effect of sheet vibration on acoustic tone strength. 

6.3- fREQUENCY ANALYSIS 

The frequency response of the jet-plate mode, as it has been mentioned in the 

previous section, is approximately inversely proportional to the impingement ratio and 

proportional to the isentropic jet velocity ~. Figure 6-7 shows the frequency of the 

dominant acoustic tone for jet-plate impingement as a function of varying impingement 
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ratios. For the pressure runs of 1.0 psi and 1.5 psi (0.068 Bar & 0.105 Bar), there was no 

significant excitation of jet-plate modes. Jet-plate tones were excited beginning at 

pressures of 2.0 psi, with excitation beginning at zlh = 6 for all cases and extending to 

successively larger ranges of impingement ratio for progressively higher plenum 

pressures. Figure 6-8 shows the acoustic tone frequency divided by the isentropic jet 

velocity as a function of varying impingement ratios. The data collapses along a single 

curve which has been fitted with a power curve given by Equation ( 6-1 ). The constant 

and power coefficients of this expression were determined to three decimal places using a 

least squares regression, and fitted to the data using a power curve fit. The frequency of 

this mode both in the jet-sheet and jet-plate cases can be predicted to within ~8% of the 

actual frequency by this equation. 

( )

-1.146 ( ) 

/=0.462 * : (6-1) 
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Figure 6-7: Frequency of the dominant acoustic tone for jet-plate impingement. 
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Figure 6-8: Frequency of the dominant acoustic tone divided by isentropic jet velocity (Vi) 
for jet-plate impingement as a function of plenum pressure (P) and impingement ratio (zlh). 

As shown in Figure 6-9, the Strouhal number (Stz) based upon the impingement 

distance z for the jet-plate tones is approximately constant for all the pressure cases, with 
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a weak dependence on the impingement ratio. The Strouhal number for this mode 

averages Stz = 0.309 for all the configurations tested. 
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Figure 6-9: Strouhal number (Stz) of the dominant acoustic mode for jet-plate impingement 
as a function of plenum pressure (P) and impingement ratio (z/h). 

6.4 - JET-PLATE IMPINGEMENT: NOISE MAPS 

Noise maps showing averaged overall sound pressure level and tone intensity 

were constructed to give an overview of the noise generated as a result of jet-plate 

impingement. Figure 6-10 shows the tone intensity, as defined in Figure 5-12, for all 

tested configurations of jet-plate impingement. From this figure, it is clear that there are 

no significant tones generated for the pressure runs of 1.0 and 1.5 psi. Significant 

acoustic tones are present for plenum pressures of P = 2.0 psi and greater starting at an 

impingement ratio of zlh = 6. The generation of this tone occurs for successively larger 

ranges of impingement ratio for increasing pressures, and seems to occur over two 
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distinct regions. The reason for tone production over two ranges of z/h is not currently 

known. 
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Figure 6-10: Tone intensity as a function of plenum pressure (P) and impingement ratio 
(z/h) for jet-plate impingement. 

Figure 6-11 shows the noise map of the averaged overall sound pressure level of 

jet-plate impingement. It is clear from comparison of Figure 6-10 and Figure 6-11 that 

the overall sound pressure level of jet-plate impingement is strongly dependant on the 

acoustic tone intensity. The acoustic response of jet-plate impingement has much lower 

levels of broadband noise and much larger acoustic tones compared to jet-jet 

impingement. The overall sound pressure levels encountered in jet-plate impingement are 

as high or higher for like configuration of jet-jet impingement, despite the fact that these 

jet-plate measurements were performed using only one jet, as oppos~d to two for jet-jet 

impingement. 
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Figure 6-11: Averaged overall SPL as a function of plenum pressure (P) and impingement 
ratio (zlh) for jet-plate impingement. 

6.5- EFFECT OF PLATE INCLINATION 

One configuration which is a particular risk for the production of large jet-plate 

tones in the gas wiping process, are cases with edge baffles. Edge baffles typically consist 

of flat plates which are inserted into the jet-jet impingement region, in order to prevent 

the collision of the opposing jets, and eliminate the generation of jet-jet tones. The jet 

impinging on the rigid baffle plate however, presents a significant risk for the promotion 

of jet-plate tones. In this section, the jet-plate acoustic tones and their sensitivity to plate 

inclination, both in the span-wise and stream-wise directions are investigated. The results 

of this investigation may be used to improve the design of baffle plates, and make them 

less susceptible to strong jet-plate tones. 
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Figure 6-12: Basic schematic showing stream-wise(~) and span-wise (K) plate inclination 
angles. 

Figure 6-12 shows simplified schematic of stream-wise (~) and span-wise (K) 

plate inclination. The purpose of these measurements is to investigate possible methods 

to suppress or reduce the formation of jet-plate modes. It has been shown that these jet-

plate tones can have significant amplitudes, and in some cases, they can be the dominant 

acoustic mode for specific configurations. Span-wise inclination angles ofK = 1.2S0
, 2.S0 

and S.0° and stream-wise inclination angles of~ = S0
, 10° and 1S0 were studied for 

varying impingement ratios, at a constant plenum pressure of P = 3.0 psi (0.204 Bar) . 

The results are presented in the two sections below. 

6.5.1 - EFFECT OF STREAM-WISE INCLINATION 

The effect of stream-wise inclination, which is physically analogous to the jet 

inclination angle in the gas wiping process, is investigated in order to determine its effect 

on the gas wiping process. Inclination angles of~ = 0°, so, 10° and 1S 0 for impingement 

ratios from zlh = 1 to 20 and a plenum pressure of P = 3.0 psi (0.204 Bar) are shown in 

Figure 6-13 below. The figure shows a series of water fall plots with the acoustic 

response of the jet-plate impingement as a function of impingement ratio for varying 
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stream-wise inclination angles. The figure clearly shows that increasing the stream-wise 

inclination angle from 0° to 15° completely suppresses the formation of the jet-plate 

mode, and that significant reductions in tone amplitude are achieved for each inclination 

angle tested. This is more clearly shown in Figure 6-15, which shows the peak sound 

pressure level of the jet-plate tone as a function of impingement ratio for the different 

stream-wise inclination angles. This result may be useful in cases of gas wiping with 

strong jet-plate/jet-sheet modes, where simply by increasing the jet inclination angles, the 

formation of such tones may be reduced or eliminated. In addition, design of baffle plates 

may be modified in order to increase the effective stream-wise inclination angle. 

(d) 

---~~10000 
5000 

Frequency [Hz] 

Figure 6-13: Waterfall plot showing the effect of stream-wise inclination (Q on jet-plate 
acoustic response for~= 0° (a), 5° (b), 10° (c) and 15° (d). 
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6.5.2 - EFFECT OF SPAN-WISE INCLINATION 

The effect of span-wise inclination angle on the generation of jet-plate tones was 

also investigated. Because the impingement ratio is varying along the span of the jet, the 

impingement ratio given represents the ratio at the center of the jet span. Span-wise 

inclination angles of K = 0°, 1.25°, 2.5° and 5° were tested, however only the results of 

the 1.25° inclination will be presented here, as it was found that the jet-plate tones are 

much more sensitive to span-wise inclination than stream-wise inclination. An inclination 

angle of only 1.25° results in a complete suppression of the mode. Figure 6-14 shows the 

results of span-wise plate inclination angles of K = 0° and 1.25°. Figure 6-15 shows the 

peak sound pressure level of the jet-plate acoustic tone as a function of span-wise 

inclination angle. 
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Figure 6-14: Waterfall plot showing the effect of span-wise inclination (K) on jet-plate 
acoustic response. 
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Figure 6-15: Acoustic response of jet-plate impingement for span-wise and stream-wise 
inclination of the plate. 
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Chapter 7 - lET INCIDENCE EFFECTS 

7.1- EFFECT OF EDGE BAFFLES 

A common countermeasure to suppress noise generation and the formation of 

strong acoustic tones in the gas wiping process is the use edge baffles. Edge baffles vary 

in design at various manufacturing facilities, and they have not been universally adopted 

throughout the galvanization industry. Most edge baffles simply consist of a flat plate, 

typically W' thick, made of steel or aluminum which is inserted between the two 

opposing wiping jets, in-line with the steel strip. Many different systems have been 

implemented for holding the plates in position, such as gravity slider system detailed in 

Park (2001), which automatically compensates for sheet wander on the mill rollers to 

keep the baffles a constant distance from the sheet edge. Other systems utilizing 

pneumatic cylinders allow the baffle plates to be inserted and retracted quickly so that the 

sheet or baffles are not damaged as a sheet weld passes through the wiping process. 

The edge baffle to strip distance (DEB) used by various manufacturers varies 

greatly, and the quantitative effect of edge baffles on noise in the gas wiping process is 

not well understood. Originally designed to help eliminate edge overcoating of the steel 

strip, where coating thicknesses are greater near the edge of the strip causing coiling and 

annealing problems, edge baffles have also proven useful in reducing sound pressure 

levels in areas surrounding the Zinc pot by reducing or eliminating the jet-jet 

impingement region and resulting jet-jet acoustic tones. Figure 7-1 shows a simplified 
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schematic of the gas wiping setup with edge baffles in place, at a edge baffle distance of 

0 0 

0 0 

0 

Edge Baffles 

Steel 
Sheet 

Figure 7-1: Simplified schematic showing the plan view ofthe gas wiping process with edge 
bames in place at a distance of DEB• 

A series of experiments have been carried out to characterize the behavior of 

noise generation in the gas wiping process with the addition of baffle plates. The effect of 

edge baffle distance (~B) as a function of plenum pressure and impingement ratio has 

been investigated. A pair of baffle plates has been constructed of 1/ 8" sheet aluminum and 

mounted on a pair of fabricated aluminum slides, allowing the edge baffle distance to be 

adjusted to within ±0.02mm. The overall jet-jet impingement region length Dj at each 

end of the jets is 48 mm long, and the edge baffle distance is varied from ~B = 48 mm to 

DEB = 0 mm. The edge baffles were sufficiently rigid to prevent any vibrations or 

movement due to the impingement of the jets. 
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7 .1.1 - EDGE BAFFLE EFFECTIVENESS 

The first test carried out to investigate the effect of edge baffle distance (DEs) was 

performed at a fixed pressure of P = 2.5 psi (0.175 Bar) and a fixed impingement ratio. 

Measurements were recorded for a series of tests with varying edge baffle distances from 

DEB = oo to DEB = 0 mm. The impingement ratio was then fixed at a new value and the 

test of edge baffle distance was repeated. Edge baffle distances of DEB= oo, 44, 40, 36, 

32, 28, 24, 20, 16, 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2 & Omm were tested for zlh values from 5 to 30 in 

increments of z/h = 2.5. 

The results of a single test run at zlh = 15 and varying edge baffle distances are 

shown in a contour plot in Figure 7-2 and in the acoustic response plot of Figure 7-3. The 

primary and secondary jet-jet modes are clearly evident on the plot for large impingement 

ratios. The plot shows that as edge baffle distance is reduced gradually from DEs = 48mm 

to ~B = 15mm, there is little effect. The frequency of the acoustic tone remains 

unchanged, and the overall sound pressure level is relatively constant, but the tone 

amplitude reduces slightly for DEs values less than 24mm. For edge baffle distances of 

less than 14 mm, there is a slight shift in the frequency of the acoustic tone and the 

amplitude of the tone continues to decrease gradually. For edge baffle distances of less 

than DEB = 9mm, the frequency shift becomes more pronounced. At an edge baffle 

distance of DEB= 3mm, the jet-jet mode abruptly ceases, and the overall sound pressure 

level drops accordingly. The frequency response of other impingement ratios is very 

similar. 
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Figure 7-2: Contour plot ofthe frequency response of jet-jet impingement with baffie plates. 
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Figure 7-3: Acoustic response of peak and overall SPL and tone frequency of jet-jet 
impingement with varying edge baffie distance for P = 2.5 psi (0.170 Bar), z/h = 15. 
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A waterfall plot of the acoustic response of the system with baffle plates is shown 

in Figure 7-4 for a constant plenum pressure of P = 2.5 psi and four separate edge baffle 

distances of DEs= 0, 2, 4 & 6 mm. For an edge baffle spacing of DEs= Omm, a strong, 

high frequency jet-sheet mode is excited. As the edge baffle distance is increased to 2, 4 

& 6mm, the jet-sheet mode is slowly suppressed and the jet-jet mode begins to dominate 

the spectrum. These results seem to indicate that while the edge baffles are very effective 

at suppressing the primary jet-jet modes for small edge baffle spacing, the same 

configurations seem to promote higher frequency jet-sheet modes, which may generate 

significant tones, and offset any reduction in the jet-jet modes. 
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Figure 7-4: Acoustic response of the system for edge baffle spacing of D EB= Omm (a), 2mm 
(b), 4mm (c), 6mm (d). 
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A noise map of the averaged overall sound pressure level for each measurement 

point is shown in Figure 7-5. The figure shows that for the entire range of impingement 

ratios tested, the overall sound pressure level is reduced very little as the edge baffle 

distance decreases up to DEs/ Dj ::::: 90%, after which the reduction in overall SPL occurs 

very rapidly. Dubois (200 1 a, 2001 b) reported relatively little reduction in overall sound 

pressure level for edge baffle distances of greater than 2mm, which is consistent with the 

observations of the current study. 
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Figure 7-5: Averaged SPL as a function of impingement ratio (z/h) and edge baffie distance 
(DEB) for P = 2.5 psi (0.170 Bar). 
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7.1.2- EDGE BAFFLES: NOISE MAPS 

The previous set of experiments quantified the effectiveness of the edge baffles at 

a single plenum pressure as a function of the edge baffle distance (DEB) and the 

dimensionless impingement ratio, zlh. Some of the previous results however suggested 

that while presence of baffle plates can be effective at suppressing jet-jet modes for 

relatively small edge baffle distances, in some cases the baffles can enhance the 

generation of jet-sheet tones, which can even stronger than jet-jet tones for certain 

configurations, particularly higher plenum pressures and intermediate impingement 

ratios. In order to assess the effectiveness of edge baffles over the complete range of 

operating parameters for the process, noise maps similar to those presented for the 

original baseline configuration have been constructed for a single edge baffle distance. 

An edge baffle spacing of DEB = 2 mm was chosen, as it was expected that this would be 

practical for manufacturers. Tests were performed with a constant edge baffle distance of 

~B = 2mm for a series of pressures from P = 1.0 to P = 4.5 psi in 0.5 psi increments. To 

reduced the amount of data to manageable level, only the results of P = 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 and 

4.0 psi are shown here as measurements for all other plenum pressures showed similar 

trends. 
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Figure 7-6: Acoustic response of jet-jet impingement case with edge baffies at a distance of 
DEB= 2mm for P= 1.0 psi (a), 2.0 psi (b), 3.0 psi (c) and 4.0 psi (d). 

Figure 7-6 shows a series of waterfall plots for constant pressure runs of P = 1.0, 

2.0, 3.0 & 4.0 psi which illustrates the acoustic response of jet-jet impingement with edge 

baffles. The results of this figure are very similar to the results of Figure 6-5 of the jet-

plate impingement section, indicating that the impingement of the jets on the baffle plates 

does promote the generation of jet-sheet tones as expected. In general, the amplitude of 

the acoustic tones generated in the jet-jet impingement with edge baffles are not as strong 

or narrow as in the case of jet-plate impingement, due to the non-fixed impingement 

distance associated with sheet motion and vibration. The acoustic tones and overall sound 

pressure levels generated by the jet-sheet tones with the edge baffle present were 

significant however, when compared to the response of the original baseline 

configuration. There is some excitation of the lower frequency jet-jet modes for smaller 
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jet-jet impingement ratios and higher plenum pressures, however the amplitude of these 

modes is much smaller than the jet-sheet modes present in the same spectra, and they do 

not contribute significantly to the overall sound pressure levels. 

Figure 7-7 and Figure 7-8 show noise maps of overall sound pressure level and 

tone intensity constructed from the measurements taken at each plenum pressure and 

impingement ratio. From inspection of these two figures, it is clear that they are 

qualitatively similar to the noise maps generated for jet-plate impingement shown in 

Figure 6-10 and Figure 6-11 due to the strong presence of jet-sheet modes in both test 

setups. From Figure 7-7, we can see that for higher plenum pressures and intermediate 

dimensionless impingement ratios, the amplitude of averaged overall sound pressure 

level can be as high, or in some cases higher than the sound pressure levels of the 

baseline configuration. The acoustic tone generation, shown in the tone intensity map of 

Figure 7-8, shows that the edge baffle configurations with small edge baffle distances 

generate tones in a very similar fashion to jet-plate impingement, with strong excitation 

of jet sheet modes once again occurring over two distinct ranges. 
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Figure 7-7: Averaged overall SPL as a function of plenum pressure (P) and impingement 
ratio (zlh) of jet-jet impingement with edge baffies at a distance of DEB= 2mm. 
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Figure 7-8: Tone intensity as a function of plenum pressure (P) and impingement ratio (zlh) 
of jet-jet impingement with edge baffies at a distance of DEB= 2mm. 
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In order to compare the edge baffle case with the original baseline 

configuration, a plot of overall sound pressure level reduction as a function of plenum 

pressure and impingement ratio is shown in Figure 7-9. The averaged overall SPL of the 

baffle plate case for each configuration was subtracted from the SPL of the same 

configuration of the baseline case, yielding the reduction in SPL possible by using baffle 

plates at a distance of 2 mm. The figure shows that substantial reductions are possible, as 

much as 11 dB, for certain configurations. However, for other configurations, the baffle 

plates resulted in an increase in overall sound pressure level due to the enhancement of 

jet-sheet modes. 
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Figure 7-9: SPL reduction for case of jet-jet impingement with edge baffies at a distance of 
DEB= 2mm vs. the baseline jet-jet impingement as a function of plenum pressure (P) and 

impingement ratio (zlh). 
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7. 2- EFFECT OF lET INCLINATION ANGLE 

The inclination angle of the jets, as shown in Figure 7-10, is an important 

parameter in the gas wiping process, and it has important effects on the coating quality 

for a wide range of hot-dipped galvanized steel products. In the gas wiping process, the 

jets are often inclined downwards from the horizontal in the direction of the oncoming 

steel sheet. Inclination angles in the range of a = 0° to a = 12° are most common, 

however inclination angles of up to a= 30° have been reported and studied in a number 

of investigations such as Dubois et al. ( 1995) and Dubois et al. (2004 ). Numerous studies 

have examined the beneficial effect of increasing jet inclination angles delaying the onset 

of coating splashing, where droplets of molten Zinc are sheared from the surface of the 

oncoming sheet, resulting in a drastic decrease in wiping efficiency and inconsistent 

coating quality. 

Figure 7-10: Simplified schematic of gas wiping layout showing jet inclination angle (a). 

7.2.1- ACOUSTIC RESPONSE 

A series of experiments have been performed in order to investigate the effect of 

jet inclination angle on the acoustic response of the gas wiping process. All 

measurements were performed at a constant plenum pressure of P = 2.5 psi (0.170 Bar), 

and the jet inclination angle was varied between a= 0° and a= 12° in increments of a= 
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3°. An inclination angle of the jets was set and the jet impingement ratio was varied 

between z/h = 5 to 30. The process was repeated for all the jet inclination angles tested. 
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Figure 7-11: Waterfall plot showing effect of jet inclination angle (a) on acoustic response of 
jet-jet impingement for inclination angles of a= 3° (a), 6° (b), 9° (c) & 12° (d). 

Figure 7-11 shows a series of waterfall plots of the acoustic response of gas 

wiping for varying jet inclination angles as a function of the impingement ratio. Plot (a) 

of the figure shows the acoustic response of the gas wiping process taken from the 

baseline configuration (P = 2.5 psi, a = 3°). The excitation of both the primary and 

secondary jet-jet modes is evident in the spectra, as well as the excitation of the higher 

frequency jet-sheet modes. As the jet inclination angle increases to 6°, 9° & 12°, the 

amplitude of the jet-jet modes is reduced slightly, however increasing the jet inclination 

angle from 3° to 12° has the effect of completely suppressing the higher frequency jet-

sheet mode. This result confirms the observation made in the section investigating the 
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effect of inclination on jet-plate tones made in the jet-plate impingement section. This 

effect may be useful for suppressing these tones in industrial configurations encountering 

jet-sheet modes. Figure 7-12 shows the frequency response ofthe primary jet-jet mode as 

a function of impingement ratios for various jet inclination angles. As the inclination 

angle of the two jets is increased from u = 0° to 12°, the frequency of the primary jet-jet 

mode is also decreased by approximately 20%. This decrease in frequency is more 

pronounced for smaller impingement ratios of less than zlh = 15. 
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Figure 7-12: Frequency of the primary jet-jet mode for varying jet inclination angles as a 
function of the impingement ratio (zlh). 

7.2.2- NOISE MAPS 

Figure 7-13 and Figure 7-14 show maps ofthe overall sound pressure level and 

the tone intensity of the gas wiping process with varying jet inclination angles for a 

constant plenum pressure of P = 2.5 psi (0.170 Bar). The overall sound pressure level of 
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the process decreases slightly with increasing impingement angles, with reductions 

between 1 dB and 4 dB depending on the impingement ratio, and an average reduction of 

2.4 dB when increasing jet inclination angle from 0° to 12°. The highest reductions in 

overall sound pressure level occurred for intermediate impingement ratios of between z/h 

= 1 0 and 20 where reductions of between 3 and 4 dB were achieved for inclinations of a 
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Figure 7-13: Averaged overall sound pressure level as a function of impingement ratio (zlh) 
and the jet inclination angle a for a constant plenum pressure of P = 2.5 psi (0.175 Bar). 

Figure 7-14 shows the tone intensity of gas wiping for various jet inclination 

angles as a function of the impingement ratio. There are significant reductions in the tone 

intensity of between 4 and 7 dB for intermediate and larger impingement ratios (z/h > 15) 

as the jet inclination angle increases. An average reduction of 3.6 d~ was achieved for 

inclination angles of a= 6° and higher for impingement ratios of z/h > 15. 
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Figure 7-14: Tone intensity as a function of impingement ratio (zlh) and the jet inclination 
angle a for a constant plenum pressure of P = 2.5 psi (0.170 Bar). 

The combined effect of reduced sound pressure levels and tone intensities for 

configurations with increased jet inclination angles may prove useful for reducing the 

impact of noise generated in this process, especially when combined with other noise 

reducing techniques such as edge baffles and jet incidence asymmetry. 

7.3 - EFFECT OF lET INCIDENCE ASYMMETRY 

In many industrial cases, jet incidence asymmetry may be employed in order to 

help alleviate the formation of strong acoustic tones and high sound pressure levels 

generated during gas wiping. Simply staggering the jets vertically or slightly modifying 

the jet incidence angle u of one of the jets to introduce asymmetry in the jet impingement 

may be sufficient to suppress an acoustic tone from being generated. It is currently not 

well understood on a quantitative level how asymmetry in the gas wiping process affects 
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noise and tone generation, although qualitatively it is accepted to be effective. In some 

cases, particularly for industrial cases utilizing higher plenum pressure, such 

configurations are avoided, as they have the potential to introduce problems in the quality 

of the finished Zinc coating. However, if the degree of asymmetry necessary to reduce 

noise is small, then this may prove a useful strategy for industrial applications. In this 

section, experiments have been carried out to assess the sensitivity of the generation of 

acoustic tones and overall sound pressure levels to jet incidence asymmetry in the gas 

wiping process. The effect of vertical jet offset and changing of jet incidence angles or 

''jet-shifting" will be investigated. 

7 .3.1- VERTICAL lET OFFSET 

The first type in jet incidence asymmetry to be investigated is the effect of vertical 

jet offset shown in Figure 7-15. Vertical jet offset configurations maintain the same jet 

inclination angles between the two jets, but offsets one of the jets vertically with respect 

to the other. This vertical offset of the jets results in different impingement lengths for 

each of the two jets for the jet-jet impingement region and as a result, the jets should not 

lock-in or produce strong acoustic jet-jet tones. The jet-sheet and jet-plate regions will be 

unaffected by this countermeasure, as thus no reduction should be expected for the tones 

generated in these regions. A series of experiments have been performed to investigate 

the effect of vertical jet offset on the acoustic response of jet-jet impingement. The 

experiments have been performed at a constant plenum pressure of P = 2.5 psi (0.170 

Bar) at a jet inclination angle of a = 3 °, while varying the amount of jet offset from ~y = 
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0 mm to ~y = 5 mm in lmm increments, as well as the dimensionless impingement ratio 

from zlh = 5 to 30. 

Figure 7-15: Simplified schematic of vertical jet offset (Ay) and jet inclination angle (a). 

7.3.1.1- ACOUSTIC RESPONSE FOR VERTICAL JET OFFSET 

Figure 7-16 shows a series of waterfall plots illustrating the acoustic response of 

jet-jet impingement with varying amounts of vertical jet offset. Part (a) of the figure 

shows the aligned jet case (~y = 0 mm) from the baseline configuration (a= 3°), with no 

vertical jet offset. The presence of the primary and secondary jet-jet modes are present 

throughout the entire tested range of impingement ratio, and for intermediate 

impingement ratios, jet-sheet tones are also present. As small amounts of vertical jet 

offset are added, the formation of the jet-jet modes is weakened or interrupted for the 

shortest impingement ratios, but the tones resume as the impingement ratio is increased. 

As progressively more vertical jet offset is added, the jet-jet modes are interrupted for 

increasingly larger impingement ratios. While vertical jet offset is effective in 

suppressing jet-jet acoustic tones for short and intermediate impingement ratios, it does 
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not have a significant effect on higher frequency jet-plate acoustic tones as the 

asymmetry has no effect on the jet-sheet impingement geometry. 
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Figure 7-16: Effect of vertical jet offset on the aeroacoustic response of jet-jet impingement. 
Ay = Omm (a), lmm (b), 2mm (c), 3mm (d), 4mm (e) & 5mm (f). 

The effect of jet offset on the acoustic tone frequency is clearly shown in Figure 

7-17 which shows that the case of no vertical jet offset (~y = Omm), the frequency of the 

jet-jet mode is accurately predicted by Equation (5-3) on page 75 . As vertical jet offset is 

added, the frequency of the jet-jet tone begins to deviate from the predicted frequency for 

relatively short impingement ratios, but as the impingement ratio is increased for a 

constant jet offset, the dominant acoustic tone regains its hyperbolic behavior. Larger jet 
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offsets result in greater impingement ratios required for the jet-jet tones to resume their 

standard, lock-in type behavior. 
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Figure 7-17: Frequency and SPL ofthe dominant acoustic mode for jet-jet impingement as 
a function of impingement ratio (z/h) and vertical jet offset (Ay). [lines shown for visual aid 

only] 

This result can be expressed in terms of an offset ratio !1y/z, which is simply the 

vertical jet offset of the jets divided by the impingement length. The larger the value of 

this ratio, the larger the effect of vertical jet offset on tone formation in gas wiping. If we 

nondimensionalize the jet offset using the offset ratio !1ylz, the results become more clear. 

Figure 7-18 shows the tone intensity and the difference in frequency of the jet-jet acoustic 

tone as a function of offset ratio for vertical jet offset cases of !1y = 2mm to 5mm. The 

figure shows that the frequency of the jet-jet acoustic tone diverges from the aligned jet 

frequency behavior for all vertical jet offset cases at an offset ratio of !1y/z ;:::; 0.27. 

Furthermore, the tone intensity of the jet-jet tone decreases continuously for all vertical 
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jet offsets tested up to an offset ratio of approximately !:lylz:::: 0.45, with tone intensity 

reductions for the jet-jet tone of nearly 15 dB for some jet offset cases. 
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Figure 7-18: Tone intensity and difference in acoustic tone frequency as a function of offset 
ratio for vertical jet offset of Ay = 2mm to 5mm. 

7.3.1.2- VERTICAL lET OFFSET: NOISE MAPS 

Using the measurements outlined above a set of noise maps showing the overall 

sound pressure level as a function of impingement ratio and vertical jet offset. The 

overall sound pressure level for a plenum pressure of P = 2.5 psi (0.170 Bar) shown in 

Figure 7-19 shows relatively little reduction in overall sound pressure level at any 

impingement ratio for increasing vertical jet offset. The explanation for this behavior is 

that although offsetting the jet and introducing asymmetry in the jet impingement does 
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effectively suppress strong tones from being generated, especially for small impingement 

ratios, the noise spectrum in these regions is dominated by relatively high level of 

broadband noise. The total acoustic energy seems to be relatively constant regardless of 

the amount of jet offset used, although the reduction or elimination of discrete tones will 

allow for the reduction of perceived overall sound pressure levels, due to less annoyance. 

The tone intensity map, shown in Figure 7-20, shows that a significant reduction in 

discrete acoustic tones can be achieved by utilizing vertical jet offset to introduce 

asymmetry into the jet impingement. In some cases of small impingement ratios, a 

reduction in tone intensity of over 16 dB can be achieved for relatively small amounts of 

jet offset (L\y = 2mm). This technique appears promising for use in the reduction of 

strong acoustic tones which are often generated during gas wiping, although they should 

be applied with some caution due to potential problems associated with coating quality. 
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Figure 7-19: Averaged overall SPL as a function of impingement ratio (zlh) and vertical jet 
offset Ay for a plenum pressure of P = 2.5 psi (0.170 Bar). 
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Figure 7-20: Tone Intensity of jet-jet impingement as a function of impingement ratio (zlh) 
and vertical jet offset Ay for a plenum pressure of P = 2.5 psi (0.170 Bar). 
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7.3.2- EFFECT OF JET SHIFTING 

Jet-shifting has been used at the industrial level, although less commonly than 

vertical jet offset, to attempt to reduce noise and the formation of discrete acoustic tones. 

The principle of jet-shifting is essentially the same as vertical jet offset: introducing a 

given amount of jet incidence asymmetry in order to interrupt jet instability modes and 

generation of discrete acoustic tones. Jet-shifting involves changing the inclination angle 

of one jet, so that a different jet inclination angle is used for each jet. Jet-shifting is 

employed in production facilities where it is not possible to alter the relative jet height to 

introduce vertical jet offset, or simply where it is easier to change the inclination angle of 

the jet than the jet height. The jet-shifting angle y, is defined simply as the difference in 

degrees between a, the base inclination angle, and the modified inclination angle ~. The 

jet inclination angles and a basic schematic of a jet-shifting configuration is shown in 

Figure 7-21. 

Figure 7-21: Simplified schematic gas wiping layout showing jet-shifting angle (y). 

A series of experiments were carried out in order to investigate the effect of jet

shifting on the acoustic response of gas wiping. Jet-shifting angles between y = -4 ° and y 

= 5° were tested at a base inclination angle of a = 3° for three different impingement 

ratios of zlh = 10, 17.5 and 25 and at a constant plenum pressure of P = 2.5 psi (0.170 
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Bar). Figure 7-22 shows the peak SPL of the primary jet-jet mode as a function of the jet-

shifting angle, for the three different impingement ratios tested. As expected, the strength 

of the acoustic tone was strongly dependant on the degree of jet alignment, with the 

strongest peak level occurring at a jet-shifting angle of y = oo (the symmetric case) for all 

three impingement ratios tested, the aligned jet case. The attenuation of discreet acoustic 

tones with changing jet-shifting angle is quite abrupt, with a reduction of ~20 dB in tone 

intensity between jet-shifting angles of y = 1 o and 2° and y = -1° and -2°. This result is 

similar to the behavior encountered in the investigation of vertical jet offset, where strong 

tones were suppressed abruptly as opposed to a gradual reduction. 
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Figure 7-22: Peak SPL of dominant acoustic tone for various jet shifting angles (y) at 
several impingement ratios for a plenum pressure of P = 2.5 psi (0.170 Bar). [lines shown for 

visual aid only] 
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The reduction in tone intensity for each of the three impingement ratios shows 

approximately the same. sensitivity to increases in jet-shifting angle which is different 

than the results of the vertical jet offset measurements. The vertical jet offset results 

showed decreasing reductions in SPL with increasing impingement ratio as the jets were 

more liable to tone generation as the offset ratio !1y/z decreased. In the case of jet

shifting, the asymmetry is introduced using a difference not in vertical position of the jet, 

but in the jet inclination angle. Planar jets in the transition and self-similar regimes have 

been shown to grow linearly with increasing downstream distance by several authors 

such as Thomas & Goldschmidt (1986) and Deo (2005). Unlike vertical jet offset, where 

the amount of asymmetry is fixed and does not change with impingement ratio, in the 

case of jet-shifting, the amount of introduced asymmetry introduced grows linearly along 

with the velocity profile of the jet as the impingement ratio increases. Therefore, the 

resulting loffset ratio introduced by jet shifting remains constant and is not a function of 

the impingement length z. 

This result may be particularly useful for gas wiping as an industrial process since 

a given amount of asymmetry may be introduced by jet-shifting in order to suppress the 

formation of tones, and this asymmetry can be maintained regardless of the impingement 

ratio used. Manufacturers can set a given amount of jet-shifting required to suppress the 

tones, and if the impingement ratio must be adjusted during manufacturing, the jet 

inclination angle does need to be re-adjusted in order maintain the tone suppression. In 

the case of vertical jet offset, if the minimum offset was being utilized to suppress the 

formation of acoustic tones, and the impingement ratio was increased, the tones would re-
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appear. The jets would then have to re-adjusted to add additional jet offset in order to 

suppress the tones. Noise maps of the averaged overall sound pressure level and tone 

intensity as a function of jet-shifting angle for the three impingement ratios tested are 

given in Figure B-1 and Figure B-2 in Appendix B. 
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Chapter 8 - PROCESS OPTIMIZATION, DISCUSSION 
AND CONCLUSIONS 

8.1 - PROCESS OPTIMIZATION 

Measurements performed in the course of this study to characterize the gas wiping 

process, have been performed on scale model and due to differences in scaling, the 

measurements cannot be directly applied to the industrial process in their current state. In 

order to scale the measurements so that they could be applied and the noise maps could 

be used directly to reduce noise in the gas wiping process, measurements would have to 

be performed at each manufacturing facility to obtain the noise characteristics for the 

baseline configuration and then extract the scaling between the in-plant and in-lab 

measurements. It is believed that the trends in noise behavior for the various process 

parameters would be similar to those encountered in the lab environment. However, the 

overall levels and magnitudes would change due to differences in scale. The frequency of 

the acoustic tones would however, be accurately predicted by the expressions developed 

in the course of this study. In the subsequent process optimization section, it will be 

assumed that such measurements have been performed, and the noise maps have been 

scaled to match the industrial process. If such measurements are not performed, the 

general trends in behavior and overall behavior of the process observed in this study will 

still prove very useful in process optimization. 

In order optimize the gas wiping process to reduce noise for a given process 

output at a given facility, a myriad of factors must be considered. The first and most 

important factor when evaluating noise in the workplace are local regulations and codes 
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pertaining to nOise and the weighting of acoustic tones with overall SPL. General 

industrial noise analysis typically uses some form of spectral weighting to account for the 

non-linear response of the human ear, typically A-weighting for lower amplitude noise 

(<85dB) and C-weighting for more intense noise (>85dB). Weighting functions could 

easily be applied to the spectra collected in the course of this study, however at present 

no weighting has been applied to any of these results. 

For the vast majority of configurations in gas wiping, large amplitude discrete 

acoustic tones are present, in addition to the already significant broadband noise. 

Experimental studies by Cohen & Baumann ( 1964) and others on hearing loss due to 

acoustic tones has shown that strong acoustic tones poses a greater risk for hearing loss in 

humans compared to broadband noise of comparable levels. The impact of these acoustic 

tones on workers is subject to a variety of evaluation techniques, most ofwhich add on an 

annoyance factor to the overall sound pressure level. In certain jurisdictions, industrial 

noise with acoustic tones above a certain threshold level are subject to constant 

annoyance factors being added to the overall sound pressure level. For instance, an 

audible tone of 10 decibels above broadband noise would be subject to an annoyance 

factor of 5 dB added to the overall sound pressure level. If the magnitude of the tone 

increased to 20 dB above broadband, the annoyance factor would remain 5 dB. Areas 

with more stringent noise regulations compensate for the strength of the tone relative to 

the broadband noise by adding an annoyance factor of some fraction of the tone intensity 

in decibels to the overall sound pressure level. As an example, adding on 1/3 of the tone 
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intensity for the two cases outlined above would result in annoyance factors of 3.33 dB 

and 6.67 dB added to the overall sound pressure levels respectively. 

Optimization of the gas wiping process for noise will have to be performed using 

local noise guidelines and regulations for each specific area. As an example of how the 

optimization process would be performed for a given gas wiping configuration, the 

results of the baseline configuration have been analyzed using an annoyance factor of 1/3 

the tone intensity added to the averaged overall sound pressure level. Figure 8-1 and 

Figure 8-2 show the noise maps constructed for the baseline configuration of averaged 

overall sound pressure level and tone intensity respectively. Adding the annoyance factor 

to the averaged overall sound pressure map results in the perceived overall sound 

pressure level map of Figure 8-3. Using this perceived overall sound pressure map in 

conjunction with existing coating weight models such as those shown in Figure 8-4 

provides a useful tool for process optimization. 
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Figure 8-1: Noise map of averaged overall sound pressure level of baseline configuration. 
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Figure 8-2: Noise map of tone intensity of baseline configuration. 
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Figure 8-3: Noise map of perceived overall sound pressure level showing the combined 
effects of overall SPL and tone intensity (Factor of Tl/3 used). 

As an example, the perceived overall sound pressure level map has been overlaid 

with the coating weight map of Hrymak et al. (2004) in Figure 8-4 showing isocoating 

weight lines for a sheet speed of Vs = 2.0m/s. A simple visual inspection of this figure 

shows that depending on the coating weight of the desired product at a set line speed, any 

combination of impingement ratio and plenum pressure on the corresponding isocoating 

line can be utilized. Optimizing the process in this case would simply involve finding the 

location on the isocoating line for the particular sheet speed of interest where the 

perceived overall sound pressure is the lowest. In cases where the maximum line speed is 

restricted due to noise regulations, utilizing the perceived overall nmse maps m 

conjunction with coating maps to optimize the process can result m mcreases m 

allowable sheet speed and overall productivity. If a maximum overall perceived SPL of 
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122 dB is permitted in the area of the zinc pot at a coating weight of We= 55 g/m2
, the 

perceived SPL map can be overlaid with isocoating lines for the target coating weight for 

varying line speeds. The configuration with the maximum line speed at the target coating 

weight and a perceived SPL of 122 dB can be found and this configuration can be used to 

maximize productivity. In cases where the gas wiping process is not the limiting factor 

affecting sheet speed, the noise maps can be used to achieve the lowest possible 

perceived sound pressure level for a given output. 

1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 

1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 
Plenum Pressure (P) [psi] 

1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 

1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 
Plenum Pressure {P) (psi] 

Figure 8-4: Coating weight model of Hrymak et al. (2004) showing isocoating lines for sheet 
speeds of Vs = 1.0 m/s (a), 1.5 m/s (b), 2.0 m/s (c) & 2.5 m/s (d). 
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Figure 8-5: Noise map of perceived overall SPL combined with coating weight model of 
Hrymak et al. (2004) showing isocoating weight lines in g!m2 for a sheet speed of Vs = 2.0 

m/s. 

8.2- DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

An experimental study of noise generation in the gas wiping process has been 

carried out to understand the effect of the various process parameters on overall noise 

levels and the generation of discrete acoustic tones. A commonly used baseline gas 

wiping configuration was selected based on the input of industry experts and various 

manufacturers, to allow maximum applicability of experimental results to the industrial 

process. Utilizing the baseline configuration as reference point, the effect of plenum 

pressure and impingement ratio on the noise generated by gas wiping was investigated. 

Various acoustic modes of the originating from the jet-jet and jet-sheet regions were 

identified and semi-empirical models have been developed to accurately predict the 
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frequency of these tones based on the process parameters used. In addition, noise maps of 

overall sound pressure level and tone intensity were constructed to aid manufacturers in 

optimizing this process to minimize noise production. 

The effect of a plane jet impinging on a flat plate was also investigated in order to 

determine the location at which the two distinct acoustic tones Get-sheet and jet-jet) were 

being generated as well as to separate any effects due to strip vibration and movement. A 

semi-empirical expression was developed to predict the frequency of the jet-plate tones 

based on the process parameters. A range of impingement ratios and jet velocities where 

this mode was susceptible to flow-excitation was identified. Noise maps documenting the 

overall sound pressure levels and tone intensities were also created to give a more 

complete overview of the behavior of the process. 

The effect of plate inclination on the generation of this jet-plate tone was also 

examined. The tone was found to be more sensitive to span-wise inclination than to 

stream-wise inclination. Complete suppression was achieved for span-wise inclination of 

the plate of only K = 1.25°, whereas a stream-wise inclination of~ = 15° was required for 

complete suppression. This information will be useful in designing new baffle plate 

systems to combat jet-jet tone generation, while avoiding jet-plate modes resulting from 

the addition of edge baffles. 

The sensitivity and effectiveness of more conventional edge baffle designs was 

also examined. Tests were performed for varying plenum pressure, impingement ratio 

and edge baffle distance for traditional flat edge baffle designs. It was found that in order 
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to be effective in reducing overall sound pressure levels and suppressing jet-jet acoustic 

tones, the edge baffles must be placed within 3mm of the sheet edge. At higher plenum 

pressures, traditional edge baffle configurations were susceptible to the formation of jet

plate tones, which would negate any benefit of eliminating jet-jet tones. Noise maps of 

edge baffle effectiveness showing overall sound pressure levels and tone intensity were 

also constructed. 

The effect of jet inclination in gas wtpmg was also investigated, with 

experimental tests being performed for inclination angle varying between a = 0° and a = 

12° at a constant plenum pressure of P = 2.5 psi. Inclination angle was found to have a 

relatively modest effect on overall sound pressure levels and tone intensities as shown by 

the noise maps; however, jet inclination was demonstrated to be an effective technique 

for reducing or eliminating the formation of jet-plate acoustic tones. This suggests that 

adding inclination angle to gas wiping configurations with higher plenum pressures or the 

presence edge baffles may have a greater potential for reductions in noise, although more 

testing is required to confirm this hypothesis. 

The effect of jet incidence asymmetry was also investigated in the form ofvertical 

jet offset and jet-shifting. Both types of asymmetry were found to be relatively ineffective 

in reducing overall noise levels; however they had a large effect on reducing tone 

generation, which would lower perceived sound pressure levels. Jet-shifting was also 

found to be very effective in reducing tone intensities for relatively minor jet-shifting 

angles. It is acknowledged that these techniques cannot be used in every production case, 
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due to potential coating quality issues however, in most cases the asymmetry required for 

large tone intensity reductions is quite small from a production standpoint. 

Finally, process optimization was briefly discussed. Because this research was 

performed on behalf of an internationally based industry consortium, it does not make 

sense to apply noise regulations of any particular jurisdiction, but rather present the data 

in its raw form, so that it can be utilized wherever needed at the different manufacturing 

facilities. 

8.3 - SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

Noise generation in the gas wiping process is a large and multifaceted problem 

with a myriad of process parameters and implications in coating performance which must 

be considered. This study is the first which has attempted to characterize the noise in the 

gas wiping process as a function of the different process parameters and give 

manufacturers and process engineers a broad overview of the behavior of the process. 

There is still considerable work which can be done before a complete understanding of 

the process is achieved. Investigations involving combinations of parameters, such as the 

effect of combining edge baffles and jet inclination used in conjunction would add 

understanding of the process and offer opportunities for further noise reductions and 

process optimization. Additionally, the range of parameters tested could be expanded, 

and passive countermeasures such as edge baffles could be further refined using the 

results of this study. An experimental study which includes the effects of process 
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parameters both on the noise generation as well as the coating quality would be optimal; 

however such an experimental setup would be costly and complex. 
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APPENDIX A - EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS 

SONIC AIR SYSTEMS 700 SERIES BLOWER SPECIFICATIONS 

D•••ripliou 

Som<PIN 

Output Fum Rato 

Ambioot Tenperatttn 

Air T•mp~rntul't Rooge 

Moton A.-ailoble 

Width (W) 

D~pth(D) 

l\!fouoting PattU1l (A) 

Approximate Wei~t 

Pulley 1.50 to J.l 0 Dia.metu 

P ulloy 2.!0 ond :%;70 Ouly 

Co1nponent Specification Sheet 
-Sonic 70 Blower -

Interfure· Dimensions 

1--

Component SpE>cifications 

at:aw1!'!- o.aX 70 Blawi!t-:.S:Jcic 70 .. WZ:imrCooted 

l91C& 19m 1m> 1~150 19162 r9m 1 1!HS9 l l91W 
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Figure A-1: Specifications for Sonic Air Systems 700 series blowers. 
(http://www.sonicairsystems.com/spec-sbeets/Sl8D%20-%20Sonic%2070.pdt) 
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Figure A-2: Blower systems curves for Sonic Air Systems 700 Series blower. (Sonic 
Air Systems product support) 
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G.R.A.S. ~" PREAMPLIFIER- TYPE 26CA 

FRquency response (cable load 4. 7 nF): 
2Hz- 200kHz > > • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ±0.2dB 

Input impedance: 
20GQ0.4pF 

Output impedance (Cs = 21tpF, f=l{)00Hz): 
<50Q 

.Noise- (measund with 20pF ¥.-inch dummy usic_): 
A-wf'iehtM· s;J ?1tVm1s 

(typically L811 V rms) 
Linear (20Hz - 20kHz): ... _ . . . . :5: 6 I! V :rms 

(typically 3.51.1 V rms) 

Gain: 
Typically: •• > •• - • - ••••••••• - • • • -0.25dB 

Power-supply: 
2mA to 20mA(typica.lly 4mA) 

Maximum signal-output voltage (peak): 
±8.0V 

Temperature: 
Operation: _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -30"C to+ 70"C 
Storage: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -40"C to +85"C 

Relative humidity: 
Operation: . . . .. . . . . . .......... _ . . . . 0 to 95% 
Storage: .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 0 to 95% 

Connector type: 

Dimensions and w.c;ight: 
T>iarn!"t..er· 

BNC 

I? 1 mm (Yo-inch) 

73 mm (2.9 inches) 
26g(0.9oz) 

Figure A-3: Specifications for G.R.A.S. Type 26CA W' preamplifier. 
(http:/ /www.grasinfo.dk/documents/pd _ 26CA _ ver _ 28 _ 06 _ 06.PDF) 
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G.R.A.S. ~" PREPOLARIZED PRESSURE MICROPHONE- TYPE 40AD 

FnquE"ncy n-sponse: 
3.15Hz- 10kHz: 
125Hz- 75kHz: 

Nominal ,..ruritiv:ily: 

±2.DdB 
+LOdB 

at 250Hz: ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50mV/Pa 

Pwrizati1)n l'nlt<~Re: 
ov 

Temperatu1·e coefficient (250Hz): 
-10°Cto+50"C: -O.OldB/"C 

Static-pt-essnn coefficient: 
250Hz!25"C: . -O.OldB/kPa 

Humidity range: 
0- 100% (non-condeming) 

lnllnenct> of humidity (250 Hz): 
<O.l dB(0-100%RH) 

Inlluence of axial vibration, l m/51: 

62dBre. 20f.!Pa 

Venting: 
Rear vented 

IEC 1094-4 type designation: 
\V2SP 

Upper limit of dynamic range: 
3% dis:onion: ....... . 

.L... .... r limit uf d;)·munit.: nuge: 
The.rmilnoise: ....... . 

Cap:ocit:mcoo: 
Polarized: . - ................ "" . -. " .. " .20pf 

Tempt!r.atu1-e range: 
-40 oc ro + 120 cc 

Dimensions (with pmtection gtid): 
Length: .......... " 
Diameter: .... . 

(without pmtection grid): 
Length: .. "" ....... "" 
Dianwler: 

DiaU~t>ter (diaphragm ring): 

Threads: 

16.2mm 
13.2mm 

15.3mm 
l2.7mm 

12.1mm 

Protection Grid: ............ 12.7mm-60UNS 
Preamplifier MoWlting: 11.7 mm - 60 UNS 

Weight: 
9gm 

Figure A-4: Specifications of G.R.A.S. Type 40AD W' microphone. 
(http://www.grasinfo.dk/documents/pd _ 40AD _ ver _ 28 _ 06 _ 06.PDF) 
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Figure A-5: Frequency response plot of G.R.A.S. Type 40AD W' microphone. 
(http://www.grasinfo.dk/documents/pd _ 40AD _ ver _ 28 _ 06 _ 06.PDF) 
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G.R.A.S. SOUND CALffiRATOR- TYPE 42AB 

Output signal: 
Specified on the calibrator for reference conditions. 

Reference conditions: 
Ambient temperature: ... 2(i"C 
Ambient pressure: . . . . 1 OL3 kPa 
Humidity: ... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65%RH 
Effective load volume: . . . . . . . . . . . 251hnm3 

Accuracy: 
SPL: . . . . . . . . . . . . 114-dB ±0.2 dB re. 20 ~Pa 
Frequency: ... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . 1000Hz ±0.2% 
Complies with IEC 942-1988 Class 1. 

Gt'.neral: 
Typical sensitivity to change in load 
volume: 0.0003dBfmm3 a.t 1000Hz 
Time for level to stabilize:.. max. 2 sec. 

Micrnphonl' sizes: 
According to IEC 1094-4 
With adapters remo.-ed: 
With adapter(s): _ . 

Ha1·monic di~tortion: 
!'Yfaximum: ...... . 

Controls: 

l-inch 
%-inch and V.-inch 

. ....... ······ ... 1% 

Push-button start. Automatic switch-off. 

CE classification: 
EMC: _. EN 50081-i.EN 50082-1 
Safety: . . _ . _ ... __ . . . . . EN 61010-L 1993 
For portable equipment, pollution category 2. 

Ambienii-eqninDll'nts for specified operation: 
Temperature: __ . ____ . . . . . -10 °C to +5o~c 
Ambient pressure: 65kPa to 108kPa 
Humidity: ..... _ ..... _. 10%to90%RH 

Battery: 
Type: ....... _ .... _ ....... __ . . 6LR61. 9V 
Lire: .... _ . . . . . . . _ . "' 30 hours 
Battery type 6F22G has a shorter life. 
whereas a 9 V lithium battery gives 
an extended opet"ating time. 

Ext•rmd supply 'i'oltage: 
7.5Vto15V 

Automatic shut-off when voltage drops below 7.5V 

Overall weight aud dimension.~: 
Weight: . 185 gm with battery 
Length: ............ !09.5mm 
Diameter: 40mm 

Acces~ries iucludt>d: 
Delivered fitted with a removable adapter for 
calibrating %-inch microphones. Remove this for 
calibrating l-inch microphones. 
Adapter for V.-inch microphones: 
9Valkaline battery: _ .... _ ... __ ... 

AccE>ssori•s. available: 
Adapter for %-inch microphones: 

RA0049 
EL0003 

RA0069 

Figure A-6: Specifications of G.R.A.S. Type 42AB sound calibrator. 
(http://www.grasinfo.dk/documents/pd _ 42AB _ ver _ 08 _ 07 _ Ol.PDF) 
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ROXUL ® ENERWARP 80- ACOUSTICAL PERFORMANCE 

Acoustical Performance: 
ASTMC423 

CO-EFFICIENTS AT FREQUENCIES 
Thickness 125 Hz 250 Hz 500 Hz 1000 Hz 2000 Hz 4000Hz NRC 
15" 0.17 0.53 1.06 1.07 1.00 0.99 0.95 
L:.U" 0.311 U.tl4 1.0tl 1.u-l lUl 1.U1 1.00 
3.0" 0.68 0.92 1.08 1.03 1.03 1.03 tOO 
4.0" 1.00 0.95 1.06 1.04 1.06 108 1.05 

Figure A-7: Acoustical performance of mineral fiber insulation used in the acoustic baffiing 
system. (http://www.roxul.com/graphics!RX-NA/Canadalproducts/ AFB/ AFB-6-1-07 .pdt) 
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APPENDIX B- ADDITIONAL RESULTS 
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Figure B-1: Averaged overall SPL for jet-jet impingement as a function of impingement 
ratio and jet shifting angle, y. 
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Figure B-2: Tone intensity for jet-jet impingement as a function of impingement ratio and 
jet shifting angle y. 
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